
Staging CategoryBase RateArticle descriptionHS Heading/ Subheading

A5%in the mass.
Cullet and other waste and scrap of glass; glass

700100000
B10%- Balls700210000
B10%- Rods700220000
B10%-- Of fused quartz or other fused silica700231000

B10%within a temperature range of 0 C to 300 C
expansion not exceeding 5 x 10^6 per Kelvin
-- Of other glass having a linear coefficient of

700232000
B10%-- Other700239000

C20%reflecting or non-reflecting layer.
opacified, flashed or having an absorbent,
-- Coloured throughout the mass (body tinted),

700312000
D30%--- Of optical glass700319100
C20%--- Other700319900
D30%- Wired sheets700320000
D30%- Profiles700330000

C20%absorbent, reflecting or non-reflecting layer
tinted), opacified, flashed or having an
- Glass, coloured throughout the mass (body

700420000
C20%- Other glass700490000

EFreereflecting or non-reflecting layer
- Non-wired glass, having an absorbent,

700510000

EFreeopacified, flashed or merely surface ground
-- Coloured throughout the mass (body tinted),

700521000
EFree-- Other700529000
EFree- Wired glass700530000

D30%with other materials.
or otherwise worked, but not framed or fitted
bent, edge-worked, engraved, drilled, enamelled
Glass of heading No. 70.03, 70.04 or 70.05,

700600000

D30%vehicles, aircraft, spacecraft or vessels
-- Of size and shape suitable for incorporation in

700711000
B10% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs700719100
D30%--- Other700719900

D30%vehicles, aircraft, apacecraft or vessels
-- Of size and shape suitable for incorporation in

700721000
B10% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs700729100
D30%--- Other700729900
B10% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs700800100
D30%--- Other700800900
D30%- Rear-view mirrors for vehicles700910000
EFree--- In sheets, not further worked700991100
D30%Other700991900
D30%-- Framed700992000
D30%- Ampoules701010000
B10%- Stoppers, lids and other closures701020000
D30%--- Pressure jars701091100
B10%--- Other701091900
D30%-- Pressure jars701092100
B10%-- Other701092900
D30%--- Pressure jars701093100
B10%--- Other701093900
D30%--- Pressure jars701094100



A5%--- Other701094900
B10%- For electric lighting701110000
B10%- For cathode-ray tubes701120000
B10%- Other701190000

D30%vacuum vessels.
Glass inners for vacuum flasks or for other

701200000
D30%-- Ornamental articles used for decoration701310100
D30%-- Other701310900
D30%-- Of lead crystal701321000
D30%-- Other701329000
D30%-- Of lead crystal701331000

D30%within a temperature range of 0 ?C to 300 ?C
expansion not exceeding 5 x 10-6 per Kelvin
-- Of glass having a linear coefficient of

701332000
D30%-- Other701339000
D30%-- Ornamental articles used for decoration701391100
D30%--- Other701391900
D30%--- Ornamental articles used for decoration701399100
D30%--- Other701399900

D30%not optically worked.
glass (other than those of heading No. 70.15),
Signalling glassware and optical elements of

701400000
B10%- Glasses for corrective spectacles701510000
D30%- Other701590000

D30%similar decorative purposes
whether or not on a backing, for mosaics or
- Glass cubes and other glass smallwares,

701610000
D30%- Other701690000

E30%for production of semiconductor wafers
insertion into diffusion and oxidation furnaces
-- Quartz reactor tubes and holders designed for

701710100
D30%-- Other701710900

D30%within a temperature range of 0 C to 300 C
expansion not exceeding 5 x 10-6 per Kelvin
- Of other glass having a linear coefficient of

701720000
D30%- Other701790000

D30%glass smallwares
precious or semi-precious stones and similar
- Glass beads, imitation pearls, imitation

701810000

D30%diameter
- Glass microspheres not exceeding 1 mm in

701820000
D30%- Other701890000

A5%50 mm
-- Chopped strands, of a length of not more than

701911000
A5%-- Rovings701912000
EFree-- Other701919000
EFree-- Mats701931000
EFree-- Thin sheets (voiles)701932000
EFree-- Other701939000
EFree- Woven fabrics of rovings701940000
EFree-- Of a width not exceeding 30 cm701951000

EFreetex
measuring per single yarn not more than 136
weighing less than 250 g/m2, of filaments
-- Of a width exceeding 30 cm, plain weave,

701952000



EFree-- Other701959000
EFree- Other701990000
D30%Other articles of glass.702000000
A5%- Natural pearls710110000
A5%-- Unworked710121000
B10%-- Worked710122000
A5%- Unsorted710210000
A5%-- Unworked or simply sawn, cleaved or bruted710221000
B10%-- Other710229000
A5%-- Unworked or simply sawn, cleaved or710231000
B10%-- Other710239000
A5%- Unworked or simply sawn or roughly shaped710310000
B10%-- Rubies, sapphires and emeralds710391000
B10%-- Other710399000
A5%- Piezo-electric quartz710410000

A5%shaped
- Other, unworked or simply sawn or roughly

710420000
B10%- Other710490000
A5%- Of diamonds710510000
A5%- Other710590000
C20%- Powder710610000
A5%-- Unwrought710691000
C20%-- Semi-manufactured710692000

D30%than semi-manufactured.
Base metals clad with silver, not further worked

710700000
C20%-- Powder710811000
A0.05%-- Other unwrought forms710812000
C20%-- Other semi-manufactured forms710813000
C20%- Monetary710820000

D30%worked than semi- manufactured.
Base metals or silver, clad with gold, not further

710900000
A5%-- Unwrought711011100
C20%-- Powder711011200
C20%-- Other711019000
A5%--- Unwrought711021100
C20%--- Powder711021200
C20%-- Other711029000
A5%--- Unwrought711031100
C20%--- Powder711031200
C20%-- Other711039000
A5%--- Unwrought711041100
C20%--- Powder711041200
C20%-- Other711049000

D30%metal of the platinum group
--- Base metals, clad with platinum or with other

711100100
C20%--- Other711100900

B10%metals
excluding sweepings containing other precious
- Of gold, including metal clad with gold but

711210000

B10%precious metals
but excluding sweepings containing other
- Of platinum, including metal clad with platinum

711220000
B10%- Other711290000



D30%other precious metal
-- Of silver, whether or not plated or clad with

711311000
B10%--- Of gold711319100
D30%--- Other711319900
D30%- Of base metal clad with precious metal711320000

D30%other precious metal
-- Of silver, whether or not plated or clad with

711411000

D30%or clad with precious metal
-- Of other precious metal, whether or not plated

711419000
D30%- Of base metal clad with precious metal711420000

D30%platinum
- Catalysts in the form of wire cloth or grill, of

711510000
D30%- Other711590000
D30%- Of natural or cultured pearls711610000

D30%synthetic or reconstructed)
- Of precious or semi-precious stones (natural,

711620000
D30%-- Cuff-links and studs711711000
D30%-- Other711719000
D30%- Other711790000

B10%tender
- Coin (other than gold coin), not being legal

711810000
B10%- Other711890000

A5%or less of phosphorus
- Non-alloy pig iron containing by weight 0.5 %

720110000

A5%than 0.5 % of phosphorus
- Non-alloy pig iron containing by weight more

720120000
A5%- Alloy pig iron; spiegeleisen720150000
A5%carbon

-- Containing by weight more than 2 % of
720211000

A5%-- Other720219000

A5%silicon
-- Containing by weight more than 55 % of

720221000
A5%-- Other720229000
A5%- Ferro-silico-manganese720230000
A5%carbon

-- Containing by weight more than 4 % of
720241000

A5%-- Other720249000
A5%- Ferro-silico-chromium720250000
A5%- Ferro-nickel720260000
A5%- Ferro-molybdenum720270000
A5%- Ferro-tungsten and ferro-silico- tungsten720280000
A5%-- Ferro-titanium and ferro-silico- titanium720291000
A5%-- Ferro-vanadium720292000
A5%-- Ferro-niobium720293000
A5%-- Other720299000

B10%of iron ore
- Ferrous products obtained by direct reduction

720310000
B10%- Other720390000
A5%- Waste and scrap of cast iron720410000
A5%-- Of stainless steel720421000
A5%-- Other720429000
A5%- Waste and scrap of tinned iron or steel720430000

A5%whether or not in bundles
sawdust, filings, trimmings and stampings,
-- Turnings, shavings, chips, milling waste, 

720441000
A5%-- Other720449000



A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs720450100
D30%-- Other720450900
B10%- Granules720510000
B10%-- Of alloy steel720521000
B10%-- Other720529000

A5%72.03).
primary forms (excluding iron of heading No.
Iron and non-alloy steel in ingots or other

720600000
A5%- Ingots720610000
B10%- Other720690000

A5%twice the thickness
cross-section, the width measuring less than
-- Of rectangular (including square)

720711000

A5%cross-section
-- Other, of rectangular (other than square)

720712000
A5%-- Other720719000
A5%carbon

- Containing by weight 0.25 % or more of
720720000

EFreewith patterns in relief:
- In coils, not further worked than hot- rolled,

720810000
EFree-- Of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more720825000

EFree4.75 mm
-- Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than

720826000
EFree-- Of a thickness of less than 3 mm720827000
EFree-- Of a thickness exceeding 10 mm720836000

EFreeexceeding 10 mm
-- Of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more but not

720837000

EFree4.75 mm
-- Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than

720838000
EFree-- Of a thickness of less than 3 mm720839000

EFreewith patterns in relief:
- Not in coils, not further worked than hot-rolled,

720840000
EFree-- Of a thickness exceeding 10 mm720851000

EFreeexceeding 10 mm
-- Of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more but not

720852000

EFree4.75 mm
-- Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than

720853000
EFree-- Of a thickness of less than 3 mm:720854000
EFree - Other720890000
EFree-- Of a thickness of 3 mm or more720915000

EFree3 mm:
-- Of a thickness exceeding 1 mm but less than

720916000

EFreeexceeding 1 mm
-- Of a thickness of 0.5 mm or more but not

720917000
EFree-- Of a thickness of less than 0.5 mm:720918000
EFree-- Of a thickness of 3 mm or more720925000

EFree3 mm
-- Of a thickness exceeding 1 mm but less than

720926000

EFreeexceeding 1 mm
-- Of a thickness of 0.5 mm or more but not

720927000
EFree-- Of a thickness of less than 0.5 mm720928000
EFree- Other720990000
EFree-- Of a thickness of 0.5 mm or more721011000
EFree-- Of a thickness of less than 0.5 mm721012000



EFreeterne-plate
- Plated or coated with lead, including

721020000
EFree - Electrolytically plated or coated with zinc721030000
EFree-- Corrugated721041000
EFree-- Other721049000

EFreechromium and chromium oxides
- Plated or coated with chromium oxides or with

721050000
EFree-- Plated or coated with aluminium-zinc alloys:721061000
EFree-- Other721069000
EFree- Painted, varnished or coated with plastics721070000
EFree- Other721090000

EFreepatterns in relief
not less than 4 mm, not in coils and without
of a width exceeding 150 mm and a thickness of
-- Rolled on four faces or in a closed box pass,

721113000
EFree-- Other, of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more721114000
EFree-- Other721119000

EFreecarbon
-- Containing by weight less than 0.25% of

721123000
EFree-- Other721129000
EFree- Other721190000
B10%- Plated or coated with tin721210000
B10%- Electrolytically plated or coated with zinc721220000
B10%- Otherwise plated or coated with zinc721230000
B10%- Painted, varnished or coated with plastics721240000
B10%- Otherwise plated or coated721250000
B10%- Clad721260000

B10%imported directly by  relevant factories
wire, netting, metallic wool and electrodes
manufacturing of nails, screws, wire ties, barbed
 -- Of a 5.5 mm diameter or less for the

721310100

C20%netting, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 14 mm, in coils, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721310200

C20%screws, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 30 mm, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721310300
D30%-- Other721310900

B10%imported directly by  relevant factories
wire, netting, metallic wool and electrodes
manufacturing of nails, screws, wire ties, barbed
 -- Of a 5.5 mm diameter or less for the

721320100

C20%netting, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 14 mm, in coils, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721320200

C20%screws, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 30 mm, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721320300
D30%-- Other721320900

B10%imported directly by  relevant factories
wire, netting, metallic wool and electrodes
manufacturing of nails, screws, wire ties, barbed
 -- Of a 5.5 mm diameter or less for the

721391100



C20%netting, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 14 mm, in coils, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721391200

C20%screws, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 30 mm, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721391300
D30%--- Other721391900

B10%imported directly by  relevant factories
wire, netting, metallic wool and electrodes
manufacturing of nails, screws, wire ties, barbed
 -- Of a 5.5 mm diameter or less for the

721399100

C20%netting, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 14 mm, in coils, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721399200

C20%screws, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 30 mm, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721399300
D30%--- Other721399900

B10%imported directly by  relevant factories
wire, netting, metallic wool and electrodes
manufacturing of nails, screws, wire ties, barbed
 -- Of a 5.5 mm diameter or less for the

721410100

C20%netting, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 14 mm, in coils, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721410200

C20%screws, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 30 mm, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721410300
D30%--- Other721410900

B10%imported directly by  relevant factories
wire, netting, metallic wool and electrodes
manufacturing of nails, screws, wire ties, barbed
 -- Of a 5.5 mm diameter or less for the

721420100

C20%netting, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 14 mm, in coils, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721420200

C20%screws, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 30 mm, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721420300
D30%-- Other721420900

B10%imported directly by  relevant factories
wire, netting, metallic wool and electrodes
manufacturing of nails, screws, wire ties, barbed
 -- Of a 5.5 mm diameter or less for the

721430100

C20%netting, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 14 mm, in coils, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721430200

C20%screws, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 30 mm, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721430300
D30%-- Other721430900



B10%imported directly by  relevant factories
wire, netting, metallic wool and electrodes
manufacturing of nails, screws, wire ties, barbed
 -- Of a 5.5 mm diameter or less for the

721491100

C20%netting, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 14 mm, in coils, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721491200

C20%screws, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 30 mm, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721491300
D30%--- Other721491900

B10%imported directly by  relevant factories
wire, netting, metallic wool and electrodes
manufacturing of nails, screws, wire ties, barbed
 -- Of a 5.5 mm diameter or less for the

721499100

C20%netting, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 14 mm, in coils, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721499200

C20%screws, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 30 mm, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721499300
D30%--- Other721499900

B10%imported directly by  relevant factories
wire, netting, metallic wool and electrodes
manufacturing of nails, screws, wire ties, barbed
 -- Of a 5.5 mm diameter or less for the

721510100

C20%netting, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 14 mm, in coils, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721510200

C20%screws, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 30 mm, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721510300
D30%-- Other721510900

B10%imported directly by  relevant factories
wire, netting, metallic wool and electrodes
manufacturing of nails, screws, wire ties, barbed
 -- Of a 5.5 mm diameter or less for the

721550100

C20%netting, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 14 mm, in coils, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721550200

C20%screws, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 30 mm, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721550300
D30%-- Other721550900

B10%imported directly by  relevant factories
wire, netting, metallic wool and electrodes
manufacturing of nails, screws, wire ties, barbed
 -- Of a 5.5 mm diameter or less for the

721590100

C20%netting, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 14 mm, in coils, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721590200

C20%screws, imported directly by  relevant factories
exceed 30 mm, for the manufacturing of
 --  Of a  diameter more than 5.5 mm but not

721590300



D30%-- Other721590900

EFreeless than 80 mm
hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, of a height of
- U, I or H sections, not further worked than

721610000
EFree-- L sections721621000
EFree-- T sections721622000
EFree-- U sections721631000
EFree-- I sections721632000
EFree-- H sections721633000

EFree80 mm or more
hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, of a height of
- L or T sections, not further worked than

721640000

EFreeworked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded
- Other angles, shapes and sections, not further

721650000
EFree-- Obtained from flat-rolled products721661000
EFree-- Other721669000

EFreeproducts
-- Cold-formed or cold finished from flat-rolled

721691000
EFree-- Other721699000
B10% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs721710200
D30%-- Other721710900
B10% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs721720200
D30%-- Other721720900
B10% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs721730200
D30%-- Other721730900
B10% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs721790200
D30%-- Other721790900
A5%- Ingots and other primary forms721810000

A5%cross-section
-- Of rectangular (other than square)

721891000
A5%-- Other:721899000
A5%-- Of a thickness exceeding 10 mm721911000

A5%exceeding 10 mm
-- Of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more but not

721912000

A5%4.75 mm
-- Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than

721913000
A5%-- Of a thickness of less than 3 mm721914000
A5%-- Of a thickness exceeding 10 mm721921000

A5%exceeding 10 mm
-- Of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more but not

721922000

A5%4.75 mm
-- Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than

721923000
A5%-- Of a thickness of less than 3 mm721924000
A5%-- Of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more721931000

A5%4.75 mm
-- Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than

721932000

A5%3 mm
-- Of a thickness exceeding 1 mm but less than

721933000

A5%exceeding 1 mm
-- Of a thickness of 0.5 mm or more but not

721934000
A5%-- Of a thickness of less than 0.5 mm721935000
A5%- Other721990000
A5%-- Of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more722011000
A5%-- Of a thickness of less than 4.75 mm722012000



A5%(cold-reduced)
- Not further worked than cold-rolled

722020000
A5%- Other722090000

A5%coils, of stainless steel.
Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound

722100000
A5%-- Of circular cross-section722211000
A5%-- Other722219000

A5%cold-formed or cold-finished
- Bars and rods, not further worked than

722220000
A5%- Other bars and rods722230000
D30%- Angles, shapes and sections722240000
B10% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs722240100
D30% -- Other722240900
A5%Wire of stainless steel.722300000
A5%- Ingots and other primary forms722410000
A5%- Other722490000
A5%-- Grain-oriented722511000
A5%-- Other722519000
A5%- Of high speed steel722520000

A5%coils
- Other, not further worked than hot-rolled, in

722530000

A5%coils
- Other, not further worked than hot-rolled, not in

722540000

A5%(cold-reduced)
- Other, not further worked than cold-rolled

722550000
A5%-- Electrolytically plated or coated with zinc722591000
A5%-- Otherwise plated or coated with zinc722592000
A5%-- Other722599000
A5%-- Grain-oriented722611000
A5%-- Other722619000
A5%- Of high speed steel722620000
A5%-- Not further worked than hot-rolled722691000

A5%(cold-reduced)
-- Not further worked than cold-rolled

722692000
A5%-- Electrolytically plated or coated with zinc:722693000
A5%-- Otherwise plated or coated with zinc:722694000
A5%-- Other722699000
A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs722710100
D30%-- Other722710900
A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs722720100
D30%-- Other722720900
A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs722790100
D30%-- Other722790900
A5%- Bars and rods, of high speed steel722810000
A5%- Bars and rods, of silico-manganese steel722820000

A5%hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded
- Other bars and rods, not further worked than

722830000

A5%forged
- Other bars and rods, not further worked than

722840000

A5%cold-formed or cold-finished
- Other bars and rods, not further worked than

722850000
A5%- Other bars and rods722860000
A5%- Angles, shapes and sections722870000
A5%- Hollow drill bars and rods722880000



A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs722910100
D30%-- Other722910900
A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs722920100
D30%-- Other722920900
B10% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs722990100
D30%-- Other722990900
D30%- Sheet piling730110000

D30%rails.
- Angles, shapes and sections jointing or fixing

730120000
B10%- Rails730210000
B10%- Sleepers (cross-ties)730220000

B10%other crossing pieces
- Switch blades, crossing frogs, point rods and

730230000
B10%- Fish-plates and sole plates730240000
B10%- Other730290000
D30%Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, of cast iron.730300000
B10%-- Tubes and pipes of a circular cross-section730410100
D30%-- Other730410900
C20%-- Drill pipe730421000
B10%--- Tubes and pipes of a circular cross-section730429100
D30%--- Other730429900

D30%electricity
strengthened, of a kind used to generate
--- High pressure pipes, whether or not

730431100
A5% --- Other tubes and pipes730431200
D30% --- Other730431900

D30%electricity
strengthened, of a kind used to generate
--- High pressure pipes, whether or not

730439100
A5% --- Other tubes and pipes730439200
D30% --- Other730439900

D30%electricity
strengthened, of a kind used to generate
--- High pressure pipes, whether or not

730441100
A5% --- Other tubes and pipes730441200
D30% --- Other730441900

D30%electricity
strengthened, of a kind used to generate
--- High pressure pipes, whether or not

730449100
A5% --- Other tubes and pipes730449200
D30% --- Other730449900

D30%electricity
strengthened, of a kind used to generate
--- High pressure pipes, whether or not

730451100
A5% --- Other tubes and pipes730451200
D30% --- Other730451900

D30%electricity
strengthened, of a kind used to generate
--- High pressure pipes, whether or not

730459100
A5% --- Other tubes and pipes730459200
D30% --- Other730459900
D30%- Other730490000
B10%-- Longitudinally submerged arc welded730511000
B10%-- Other, longitudinally welded730512000



B10%-- Other730519000
B10%- Casing of a kind used in drilling for oil or gas730520000

D30%electricity
strengthened, of a kind used to generate
-- High pressure pipes, whether or not

730531100
B10%-- Other730531900

D30%electricity
strengthened, of a kind used to generate
--- High pressure pipes, whether or not

730539100
B10%--- Other:730539900

D30%electricity
strengthened, of a kind used to generatr
-- High pressure pipes, whether or not

730590100
B10%-- Other730590900
B10%-- Of a circular diameter exceeding 6 inches730610400
D30%-- Other730610900
B10%-- Of a circular diameter exceeding 6 inches730620400
D30%-- Other730620900
B10%-- Of a circular diameter exceeding 6 inches730630200
D30%-- Other730630900
B10%-- Of a circular diameter exceeding 6 inches730640200
D30%-- Other730640900
B10%-- Of a circular diameter exceeding 6 inches730650200
D30%-- Other730650900
D30%- Other, welded, of non-circular cross- section730660000
B10%-- Of a circuler diameter exceeding 6 inches730690400
D30%-- Other730690900
D30%-- Of non-malleable cast iron730711000
D30%-- Other730719000
D30%-- Flanges730721000
D30%-- Threaded elbows, bends and sleeves730722000
D30%-- Butt welding fittings730723000
D30%-- Other730729000
D30%-- Flanges730791000
D30%-- Threaded elbows, bends and sleeves730792000
D30%-- Butt welding fittings730793000
D30%-- Other730799000
D30%- Bridges and bridge-sections730810000
D30%- Towers and lattice masts730820000

D30%thresholds for doors
- Doors, windows and their frames and

730830000

D30%or pitpropping
- Equipment for scaffolding, shuttering, propping

730840000
B10%-- Frameworks for greenhouses730890100
B10%-- Frameworks for concrete roofs730890200
D30%-- Other730890900

D30%thermal equipment.
heat-insulated, but not fitted with mechanical or
exceeding 300 l, whether or not lined or
liquefied gas), of iron or steel, of a capacity
for any material (other than compressed or
 Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers

730900000
D30%- Of a capacity of 50 l or more731010000



A5%preparations or beverages
 --- Cans designed for packing meat

731021200

B10%designed for packing infants foodstuff
 --- Printed semi-finished cans specially

731021300

C20%inputs
 --- Other,imported by factories as industrial

731021400
D30%--- Other731021900

A5%preparations or beverages
 --- Cans designed for packing meat

731029200

B10%designed for packing infants foodstuff
 --- Printed semi-finished cans specially

731029300

C20%inputs
 --- Other,imported by factories as industrial

731029400
D30%--- Other731029900

A5%iron or steel.
Containers for compressed or liquefied gas, of

731100000
D30%- Stranded wire, ropes and cables731210000
D30%- Other731290000

D30%of iron or steel.
twisted double wire, of a kind used for fencing,
single flat wire, barbed or not, and loosely
Barbed wire of iron or steel; twisted hoop or

731300000

D30%steel
-- Endless bands for machinery, of stainless

731412000
D30%-- Other endless bands for machinery731413000
B10% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs731414200
D30%--- Other731414900
B10% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs731419200
D30%--- Other731419900

D30%having a mesh size of 100 cm2 or more
cross-sectional dimension of 3 mm or more and
intersection, of wire with a maximum
- Grill, netting and fencing, welded at the

731420000
D30%-- Plated or coated with zinc731431000
D30%-- Other731439000
D30%-- Plated or coated with zinc731441000
D30%-- Coated with plastics731442000
D30%-- Other731449000
D30%- Expanded metal731450000
D30%-- Roller chain731511000
D30%-- Other chain731512000
D30%-- Parts731519000
D30%- Skid chain731520000
D30%-- Stud-link731581000
D30%-- Other, welded link731582000
D30%-- Other731589000
D30%- Other parts731590000

D30%steel.
Anchors, grapnels and parts thereof, of iron or

731600000

D30%such articles with heads of copper.
not with heads of other material, but excluding
and similar articles, of iron or steel, whether or
staples (other than those of heading No. 83.05)
 Nails, tacks, drawing pins, corrugated nails,

731700000



D30%-- Coach screws731811000
D30%-- Other wood screws731812000
D30%-- Screw hooks and screw rings731813000
D30%-- Self-tapping screws731814000

D30%their nuts or washers
-- Other screws and bolts, whether or not with

731815000
D30%-- Nuts731816000
D30%-- Other731819000
D30%-- Spring washers and other lock washers731821000
D30%-- Other washers731822000
D30%-- Rivets731823000
D30%-- Cotters and cotter-pins731824000
D30%-- Other731829000
D30%- Sewing, darning or embroidery needles731910000
D30%- Safety pins731920000
D30%- Other pins731930000
D30%- Other731990000
B10% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs732010100
D30% -- Other732010900
EFree -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs732020100
D30% -- Other732020900
B10% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs732090100
D30% -- Other732090900
D30%-- For gas fuel or for both gas and other fuels732111000
D30%-- For liquid fuel732112000
D30%-- For solid fuel732113000
D30%-- For gas fuel or for both gas and other fuels732181000
D30%-- For liquid fuel732182000
D30%-- For solid fuel732183000

EFreeinputs
thereof) imported by factories as industrial
 -- Parts of stoves (other than bodies or parts

732190100

EFreeindustrial inputs
bodies or parts thereof) imported by factories as
 -- Parts of ovens and cookers (other than

732190200
D30%-- Other732190900
D30%-- Of cast iron732211000

B10%imported by factories as industrial inputs
 -- Overhead and front covers for radiators,

732219100
D30%-- Other732219900
D30%- Other732290000

D30%polishing pads, gloves and the like
- Iron or steel wool; pot scourers and scouring or

732310000
D30%-- Of cast iron, not enamelled732391000
D30%-- Of cast iron, enamelled732392000
D30%-- Of stainless steel732393000

D30%enamelled
-- Of iron (other than cast iron) or steel,

732394000
D30%-- Other732399000
D30%- Sinks and wash basins, of stainless steel732410000
D30%-- Of cast iron, whether or not enamelled732421000
D30%-- Other732429000
D30%- Other, including parts732490000
D30%- Of non-malleable cast iron732510000



B10%-- Grinding balls and similar articles, for mills732591000
D30%-- Other732599000
D30%-- Grinding balls and similar articles, for mills732611000
EFree -- Shoe protectors732619100

A5%factories as industrial inputs
 -- Covers and bottoms of sprayers, imported by

732619400

B10%inputs
 -- Other,imported by factories as industrial

732619500
D30%-- Other732619900
D30%- Articles of wire, of iron or steel732620000
EFree -- Shoe protectors732690100

A5%factories as industrial inputs
 -- Covers and bottoms of sprayers, imported by

732690400
D30%-- Other732690900
A5%- Copper mattes740110000
A5%- Cement copper (precipitated copper)740120000

A5%refining.
Unrefined copper; copper anodes for electrolytic

740200000
A5%-- Cathodes and sections of cathodes740311000
A5%-- Wire-bars740312000
A5%-- Billets740313000
A5%-- Other740319000
A5%-- Copper-zinc base alloys (brass)740321000
A5%-- Copper-tin base alloys (bronze)740322000

A5%copper-nickel-zinc base alloys (nickel silver)
-- Copper-nickel base alloys (cupro- nickel) or

740323000

A5%of heading No. 74.05)
-- Other copper alloys (other than master alloys

740329000
B10%Copper waste and scrap.740400000

B10%phosphor
-- Phosphor copper containing 15 % or less of

740500100
A5%-- Other740500900
B10%- Powders of non-lamellar structure740610000
B10%- Powders of lamellar structure; flakes740620000
B10%- Of refined copper740710000
B10%-- Of copper-zinc base alloys (brass)740721000

B10%copper-nickel-zinc base alloys (nickel silver)
-- Of copper-nickel base alloys (cupro- nickel) or

740722000
B10%-- Other740729000

B10%dimension exceeds 6 mm
-- Of which the maximum cross-sectional

740811000
B10%-- Other740819000
B10%-- Of copper-zinc base alloys (brass)740821000

B10%copper-nickel-zinc base alloys (nickel silver)
-- Of copper-nickel base alloys (cupro- nickel) or

740822000
B10%-- Other740829000
A5% -- In coils740911000
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs740919100
C20% --- Other740919900
A5% -- In coils740921000
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs740929100
C20% --- Other740929900
A5% -- In coils740931000
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs740939100



C20% --- Other740939900

A5%copper-nickel-zinc base alloys (nickel silver)
- Of copper-nickel base alloys (cupro- nickel) or

740940000
A5%- Of other copper alloys740990000
B10%-- Of refined copper741011000
B10%-- Of copper alloys741012000
B10%-- Of refined copper741021000
B10%-- Of copper alloys741022000
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs741110100
D30%-- Other741110900
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs741121100
D30%--- Other741121900
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs741122100
D30%--- Other741122900
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs741129100
D30%--- Other741129900
D30%- Of refined copper741210000
D30%- Of copper alloys741220000

D30%like, of copper, not electrically insulated.
Stranded wire, cables, plaited bands and the

741300000
D30%- Cloth741420000
D30%- Other741490000

D30%similar articles
- Nails and tacks, drawing pins, staples and

741510000
D30%-- Washers (including spring washers)741521000
D30%-- Other741529000
D30%-- Screws for wood741531000
D30%-- Other screws; bolts and nuts741532000
D30%-- Other741539000
D30%Copper springs.741600000

B10%apparatus
-- Separate parts of cooking and heating

741700100
D30%-- Other741700900

D30%gloves and the like
-- Pot scourers and scouring or polishing pads,

741811000
D30%-- Other741819000
D30%- Sanitary ware and parts thereof741820000
D30%- Chain and parts thereof741910000

B10%radiators
 --- Semi-manufactured cells for manufacturing

741991300
D30%--- Other741991900

B10%radiators
 --- Semi-manufactured cells for manufacturing

741999300
A5% --- Articles used as part for cassette tape741999400
D30%--- Other741999900
A5%- Nickel mattes750110000

A5%products of nickel metallurgy
- Nickel oxide sinters and other intermediate

750120000
A5%- Nickel, not alloyed750210000
A5%- Nickel alloys750220000
A5%Nickel waste and scrap.750300000
B10%Nickel powders and flakes.750400000
B10%-- Of nickel, not alloyed750511000
B10%-- Of nickel alloys750512000



B10%-- Of nickel, not alloyed750521000
B10%-- Of nickel alloys750522000
B10%- Of nickel, not alloyed750610000
B10%- Of nickel alloys750620000
D30%-- Of nickel, not alloyed750711000
D30%-- Of nickel alloys750712000
D30%- Tube or pipe fittings750720000
D30%- Cloth, grill and netting, of nickel wire750810000
D30% - Other750890000
A5%- Aluminium, not alloyed760110000
A5%- Aluminium alloys760120000
A5%Aluminium waste and scrap.760200000
B10%- Powders of non-lamellar structure760310000
B10%- Powders of lamellar structure; flakes760320000
D30%- Of aluminium, not alloyed760410000
D30%-- Hollow profiles760421000
D30%-- Other760429000
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs760511100
D30%--- Other760511900
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs760519100
D30%--- Other760519900
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs760521100
D30%--- Other760521900
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs760529100
D30%--- Other760529900

B10%kitchenware, not painted
---Cut plates for the manufacturing of

760611500

A5%inputs
 --- Other,imported by factories as industrial

760611600
C20%--- Other760611900

B10%painted
---Cut plates for manufacturing kitchenware, not

760612400

A5%inputs
 --- Other,imported by factories as industrial

760612500
C20%--- Other760612900

B10%painted
---Cut plates for manufacturing kitchenware, not

760691500

A5%inputs
 --- Other,imported by factories as industrial

760691600
C20%--- Other760691900

B10%painted
---Cut plates for manufacturing kitchenware, not

760692500

A5%inputs
 --- Other,imported by factories as industrial

760692600
C20%--- Other760692900
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs760711200
D30%--- Other760711900
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs760719200
D30%--- Other760719900
A5%- Backed760720000
B10% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs760810200
D30%-- Other760810900
B10% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs760820200
D30%-- Other760820900



D30%for use in structures.
couplings, elbows, sleeves). the like, prepared
Aluminium tube or pipe fittings (for example,

760900000

D30%thresholds for doors
- Doors, windows and their frames and

761010000
D30%- Other761090000

D30%thermal equipment.
heat-insulated, but not fitted with mechanical or
exceeding 300 l, whether or not lined or
compressed or liquefied gas), of a capacity
containers, for any material (other than
 Aluminium reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar

761100000
D30%- Collapsible tubular containers761210000
B10%-- Containers used for the conveyance of milk761290200

A5%inputs
 --- Other,imported by factories as industrial

761290700
D30%-- Other761290900

A5%liquefied gas.
Aluminium containers for compressed or

761300000
D30%- With steel core761410000
D30%- Other761490000

D30%gloves and the like
-- Pot scourers and scouring or polishing pads,

761511000

B10%inputs
 --- Parts imported by factories as industrial

761519300
D30%--- Other761519900
D30%- Sanitary ware and parts thereof761520000

B10%similar articles
hooks, rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers and
heading No. 83.05), screws, bolts, nuts, screw
- Nails, tacks, staples (other than those of

761610000

D30%wire
-- Cloth, grill, netting and fencing, of aluminium

761691000

A5%by factories
 --- Disks for manufacturing soft tubes, imported

761699500

B10%inputs
 --- Parts imported by factories as industrial

761699600
D30%--- Other761699900
B10%-- Welding rods (simply moulded)780110100
A5%-- Other780110900
B10%--- Welding rods (simply moulded)780191100
A5%--- Other780191900
B10%--- Welding rods (simply moulded)780199100
A5%--- Other780199900
A5%Lead waste and scrap.780200000
B10%Lead bars, rods, profiles and wire.780300000

B10%any backing) not exceeding 0.2 mm
-- Sheets, strip and foil of a thickness (excluding

780411000
B10%-- Other780419000
B10%- Powders and flakes780420000

D30%example, couplings, elbows, sleeves).
Lead tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings (for

780500000

A5%pastes
- Collapsible tubular containers for packing

780600100



D30%- Other780600900
EFree-- Containing by weight 99.99 % or more of zinc790111000

EFreezinc
-- Containing by weight less than 99.99 % of

790112000
EFree- Zinc alloys790120000
A5%Zinc waste and scrap.790200000
B10%- Zinc dust790310000
A5%- Other790390000
B10%Zinc bars, rods, profiles and wire.790400000
A5%Zinc plates, sheets, strip and foil.790500000

D30%example, couplings, elbows, sleeves).
Zinc tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings (for

790600000

A5%pastes
- Collapsible tubular containers for packing

790700200
D30%- Other790700900
A5%- Tin, not alloyed800110000
A5%- Tin alloys800120000
A5%Tin waste and scrap.800200000
B10%Tin bars, rods, profiles and wire.800300000
B10% - Imported by factories as industrial inputs800400100
D30%-Other800400900

B10%and flakes.
backing) not exceeding 0.2 mm; tin powders
materials), of a thickness (excluding any
paper, paperboard, plastics or similar backing
Tin foil (whether or not printed or backed with

800500000

D30%example, couplings, elbows, sleeves).
Tin tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings (for

800600000

A5%packing of industrial products
 - Containers and stoppers thereof used for

800700100

A5%pastes.
- Collapsible tubular containers for packing

800700200
D30%- Other800700900
B10%- Powders810110000

A5%obtained simply by sintering; waste and scrap
-- Unwrought tungsten, including bars and rods

810191000

B10%and foil
simply by sintering, profiles, plates, sheets, strip
-- Bars and rods, other than those obtained

810192000
B10%-- Wire810193000
D30%-- Other810199000
B10%- Powders810210000

A5%scrap
rods obtained simply by sintering; waste and
-- Unwrought molybdenum, including bars and

810291000

B10%and foil
simply by sintering, profiles, plates, sheets, strip
-- Bars and rods, other than those obtained

810292000
B10%-- Wire810293000
B10%-- Other810299000
A5%-- Unwrought tantalum810310100
B10%-- Other810310900
B10%- Other810390000



A5%magnesium
-- Containing at least 99.8 % by weight of

810411000
A5%-- Other810419000
A5%- Waste and scrap810420000

B10%according to size; powders
- Raspings, turnings and granules, graded

810430000
B10%- Other810490000
A5% -- Waste and scrap;powder810510300
B10%-- Other810510900
B10%- Other810590000
A5%- Unwrought810600100
B10%- Other810600900
A5%-- Unwrought cadmium810710100
B10%-- Other810710900
B10%- Other810790000
A5%-- Unwrought titanium810810100
B10%-- Other810810900
B10%- Other810890000
A5%-- Unwrought zirconium810910100
B10%-- Other810910900
B10%- Other810990000
A5%- Unwrought antimony811000100
B10%- Other811000900
A5%- Unwrought manganese811100100
B10%- Other811100900
B10%-- Unwrought; waste and scrap; powders811211000
B10%-- Other811219000
A5%-- Unwrought811220100
B10%-- Other811220900
A5%-- Unwrought811230100
B10%-- Other811230900
A5%-- Unwrought811240100
B10%-- Other811240900
A5%--- Unwrought811291100
B10%--- Other811291900
B10%-- Other811299000
A5%- Unwrought811300100
B10%- Other811300900
D30%- Spades and shovels820110000
EFree- Forks820120000
D30%- Mattocks, picks, hoes and rakes820130000
D30%- Axes, bill hooks and similar hewing tools820140000
B10%-- Poultry shears820150100
EFree-- Other820150900

EFreeand similar two-handed shears
- Hedge shears, two-handed pruning shears

820160000

EFreeshears.
-- Scythes, sickles, hay knives and sheep

820190100
B10%-- Other820190900
B10%- Hand saws820210000
B10%- Band saw blades or slotting saw blades) :820220000
B10%-- With working part of steel820231000
B10%-- Other, including parts820239000
B10%- Chain saw blades820240000



B10%-- Straight saw blades, for working metal820291000
B10%-- Other820299000
B10%- Files, rasps and similar tools820310000

B10%tweezers and similar tools
- Pliers (including cutting pliers), pincers,

820320000
B10%- Metal cutting shears and similar tools820330000

B10%punches and similar tools
- Pipe-cutters, bolt croppers, perforating

820340000
B10%-- Non-adjustable820411000
B10%-- Adjustable820412000

B10%without handles
- Interchangeable spanner sockets, with or

820420000
B10%- Drilling, threading or tapping tools820510000
B10%- Hammers and sledge hammers820520000

B10%tools for working wood
- Planes, chisels, gouges and similar cutting

820530000
B10%- Screwdrivers820540000
D30%-- Household tools820551000
B10%-- Other820559000
B10%- Blow lamps820560000
B10%- Vices, clamps and the like820570000

B10%frameworks
pedal-operated grinding wheels with
- Anvils; portable forges; hand or

820580000
D30%-- Household tools820590100
B10%-- Other820590900

D30%to 82.05, put up in sets for retail sale.
Tools of two or more of the headings Nos. 82.02

820600000
B10%-- With working part of cermets820713000
B10%-- Other, including parts820719000

EFreefactories
 -- Dies for shaping aluminium, imported by

820720100
B10%-- Other820720900

EFreefactories
 -- Dies for shaping aluminium, imported by

820730100
B10%-- Other820730900

EFreefactories
 -- Dies for shaping aluminium, imported by

820740100
B10%-- Other820740900
B10%- Tools for drilling, other than for rock drilling820750000
B10%- Tools for boring or broaching820760000
B10%- Tools for milling820770000
B10%- Tools for turning820780000
B10%- Other interchangeable tools820790000
B10%- For metal working820810000
B10%- For wood working820820000

B10%by the food industry
- For kitchen appliances or for machines used

820830000

B10%machines
- For agricultural, horticultural or forestry

820840000
B10%- Other820890000

D30%unmounted, of cermets
Plates, sticks, tips and the like for tools,

820900000



D30%conditioning or serving of food or drink.
weighing 10 kg or less, used in the preparation,
Hand-operated mechanical appliances,

821000000
D30%- Sets of assorted articles821110000
D30%-- Table knives having fixed blades821191000
B10%--- Pruning knives821192100
D30%--- Other821192900
B10%--- Pruning knives821193100
D30%--- Other821193900
D30%-- Blades821194000
D30%-- Handles of base metal821195000
D30%- Razors821210000

D30%blanks in strips
- Safety razor blades, including razor blade

821220000
D30%- Other parts821290000

D30%blades therefor.
Scissors, tailors' shears and similar shears, and

821300000

D30%pencil sharpeners and blades therefor
- Paper knives, letter openers, erasing knives,

821410000

D30%(including nail files)
- Manicure or pedicure sets and instruments

821420000
D30%- Other821490000

D30%one article plated with precious metal
- Sets of assorted articles containing at least

821510000
D30%- Other sets of assorted articles821520000
D30%-- Plated with precious metal821591000
D30%-- Other821599000
D30%- Padlocks830110000
D30%- Locks of a kind used for motor vehicles830120000
EFree- Locks of a kind used for furniture830130000
A5%-- For suit cases, hand bags and the like830140100
D30%-- Other830140900
EFree -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs830150200
D30%-- Other830150900
D30%- Parts830160000
D30%- Keys presented separately830170000
EFree- Hinges830210000
EFree- Castors830220000

D30%suitable for motor vehicles articles :
- Other mountings, fittings and similar articles

830230000
D30%-- Suitable for buildings830241000
EFree-- Other, suitable for furniture830242000
EFree-- Other830249000

D30%fixtures
- Hat-racks, hat-pegs, brackets and similar

830250000
D30%- Automatic door closers830260000

D30%of base metal.
strong-rooms, cash or deed boxes and the like,
and doors and safe deposit lockers for
Armoured or reinforced safes, strong- boxes

830300000

D30%heading No. 94.03.
base metal, other than office furniture of
stands and similar office or desk equipment, of
trays, paper rests, pen trays, office-stamp
Filing cabinets, card-index cabinets, paper

830400000



B10% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs830510100
D30% -- Other830510900
D30%- Staples in strips830520000

B10% --Parts imported by factories as industrial inputs830590100
D30% --Other830590900
D30%- Bells, gongs and the like830610000
D30%-- Plated with precious metal830621000
D30%-- Other830629000
D30%- Photograph, picture or similar frames; mirrors830630000

B10%manufacturers as industrial inputs
 -- Flexible tubing imported by clutch

830710100
D30%-- Other830710900
D30%- Of other base metal830790000
EFree- Hooks, eyes and eyelets830810000
EFree- Tubular or bifurcated rivets830820000

EFreeand fabrics.
handbags and other articles made of leather
kind used for clothing, footware, travel goods,
buckle-clasps, and the like, of base metal, of a
-- Clasps, frames with clasps, buckles,

830890100
D30%-- Beads and spangles830890200
D30%-- Other830890900
D30%- Crown corks830910000
A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs830990400
D30%-- Other830990900

D30%heading No. 94.05.
symbols, of base metal, excluding those of
similar plates, numbers, letters and other
Sign-plates, name-plates, address-plates and

831000000
B10% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs831110100
D30%-- Other831110900

D30%arc-welding
- Cored wire of base metal, for electric

831120000

B10%soldering, brazing or welding by flame
- Coated rods and cored wire, of base metal, for

831130000
B10%- Other, including parts831190000
EFree- Nuclear reactors840110000

EFreeseparation, and parts thereof
- Machinery and apparatus for isotopic

840120000
EFree- Fuel elements (cartridges), non-irradiated840130000
EFree- Parts of nuclear reactors840140000

EFreeexceeding 45 t per hour
-- Watertube boilers with a steam production

840211000

EFreeexceeding 45 t per hour
-- Watertube boilers with a steam production not

840212000

EFreehybrid boilers
-- Other vapour generating boilers, including

840219000
EFree- Super-heated water boilers840220000
EFree- Parts840290000
D30%- Boilers840310000
B10%- Parts840390000
EFree-- For use with boilers of heading 84.02840410100
D30%-- Other840410900



EFreeunits
- Condensers for steam or other vapour power

840420000
EFree-- For use with boilers of heading 84.02840490100
D30%-- Other840490900

EFreeor without their purifiers
and similar water process gas generators, with
without their purifiers; acetylene gas generators
- Producer gas or water gas generators, with or

840510000
EFree- Parts840590000
EFree- Turbines for marine propulsion840610000
EFree-- Of an output exceeding 40 MW840681000
EFree-- Of an output not exceeding 40 MW840682000
EFree- Parts840690000
B10%- Aircraft engines840710000
D30%-- Outboard motors840721000
D30%-- Other840729000
D30%--- New840731100
D30%--- Used840731200
D30%--- New840732100
D30%--- Used840732200

B10%inputs
 --- New,imported by factories as industrial

840733300
D30% --- Other,new840733400
D30%--- Used840733500

B10%inputs
 --- New,imported by factories as industrial

840734300
D30% --- Other,new840734400
D30%--- Used840734500
EFree -- Stationary engines840790100
D30% -- other840790900
B10%- Marine propulsion engines840810000

B10%inputs
 --- New,imported by factories as industrial

840820300
D30% --- Other,new840820400
D30%-- Used840820500
EFree -- Stationary engines840890100
D30% -- other840890900
D30%- For aircraft engines840910000
I30%--- New840991100
D30%--- Used840991200
I30%--- New840999100
D30%--- Used840999200
EFree-- Of a power not exceeding 1,000 kW841011000

EFreeexceeding 10,000 kW
-- Of a power exceeding 1,000 kW but not

841012000
EFree-- Of a power exceeding 10,000 kW841013000
EFree- Parts, including regulators841090000
EFree-- Of a thrust not exceeding 25 kN841111000
EFree-- Of a thrust exceeding 25 kN841112000
EFree-- Of a power not exceeding 1,100 kW841121000
EFree-- Of a power exceeding 1,100 kW841122000
EFree-- Of a power not exceeding 5,000 kW841181000
EFree-- Of a power exceeding 5,000 kW841182000
A5%-- Of turbo-jets or turbo-propellers841191000



A5%-- Other841199000
EFree- Reaction engines other than turbo-jets841210000
EFree-- Linear acting (cylinders)841221000
EFree-- Other841229000
EFree-- Linear acting (cylinders)841231000
EFree-- Other841239000
EFree- Other841280000
A5%- Parts841290000

EFreetype used in filling-stations or in garages
-- Pumps for dispensing fuel or lubricants, of the

841311000
EFree-- Other841319000

EFreeNo. 8413.11 or 8413.19
- Hand pumps, other than those of subheading

841320000

D30%internal combustion piston engines
- Fuel, lubricating or cooling medium pumps for

841330000
EFree- Concrete pumps841340000

EFreepumps
- Other reciprocating positive displacement

841350000
EFree- Other rotary positive displacement pumps841360000
EFree- Other centrifugal pumps841370000
EFree-- Pumps841381000
EFree-- Liquid elevators841382000
D30%--- Water or fuel pumps, for engines.841391100
EFree--- Other841391900
EFree-- Of liquid elevators841392000
B10%- Vacuum pumps841410000
D30%- Hand- or foot-operated air pumps841420000

EFreeequipment
- Compressors of a kind used in refrigerating

841430000

D30%chassis for towing
 - Air compressors mounted on a wheeled

841440000

D30%not exceeding 125 W
with a self-contained electric motor of an output
-- Table, floor, wall, window, ceiling or roof fans,

841451000
B10% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs841459100
D30%--- Other841459900
EFree --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs841460100
D30%-- Other841460900

B10%airconditioning apparatus
 --- Aircompressors of a kind used in

841480200
EFree --- Other,for industrial or agricultural use841480300
D30%--- Other841480900
A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs841490300
D30%-- Other841490900
D30%- Window or wall types, self-contained841510000

B10%buses as industrial inputs
imported by factories licensed to assemble
 -- Air conditioning machines for buses,

841520100
D30%-- Other841520900

D30%for reversal of the cooling/heat cycle
-- Incorporating a refrigerating unit and a valve

841581000

D30%soil heating apparatus :
Electric space heating apparatus and electric
-- Other, incorporating a refrigerating unit-

841582000



D30%-- Not incorporating a refrigerating unit841583000
D30%- Parts841590000
D30%- Furnace burners for liquid fuel841610000
EFree -- For industrial or agricultural use841620100
D30%-- Other841620900
EFree -- For industrial or agricultural use841630100
B10%-- Other841630900
D30%-- Parts of diesel burners.841690100

A5%agricultural use
 -- Parts of other apparatus of industrial or

841690800
D30%-- Other841690900

EFreemetals
or other heat-treatment of ores, pyrites or of
- Furnaces and ovens for the roasting, melting

841710000
B10%- Bakery ovens, including biscuit ovens841720000

EFreeand pottery industries
 -- Furnaces and ovens for laboratories, cement

841780100
B10%-- Other841780900

A5%8417.10 , 8417.801
 -- Parts of furnaces and ovens of subheading

841790100
D30%-- Other841790900
EFree -- For industrial or medical use841810100
D30%-- Other841810900
I30%-- Compression-type841821000
D30%-- Absorption-type, electrical841822000
D30%-- Other841829000
EFree -- For industrial or medical use841830100
D30%-- Other841830900
EFree -- For industrial or medical use841840100
D30%-- Other841840900
EFree -- For industrial or medical use841850100
D30%-- Other841850900

D30%machines.
 -- Refrigerating units for air conditioning

841861100
EFree --  Other,for industrial or medical use841861200
D30% -- Other841861900

D30%machines.
--- Refrigerating units for air conditioning

841869100
EFree --  Other,for industrial or medical use841869200
D30% -- Other841869900

D30%equipment
-- Furniture designed for refrigerating or freezing

841891000
A5% --- Condensers and evaporators841899100

C15%freezer imported by factories as industrial inputs
 ---Gaskets for fitting to door of refrigerator and

841899300

B10%inputs
or its parts), imported by factories as industrial
 --- Other refrigerator parts (other than the body

841899800
D30%--- other841899900
D30%--- For domestic use.841911100

EFreelaboratory use
 --- For agricultural, industrial, medical and

841911200
B10%--- Other841911900
EFree --- For  industrial, medical and laboratory use841919100
D30%--- Other841919900



EFree- Medical, surgical or laboratory sterilisers841920000
EFree-- For agricultural products841931000
EFree-- For wood, paper pulp, paper or paperboard841932000
EFree --- For  industrial, medical and laboratory use841939100
D30%--- Other841939900
EFree- Distilling or rectifying plant841940000
EFree- Heat exchange units841950000
EFree- Machinery for liquefying air or other gases841960000

D30%heating food
-- For making hot drinks or for cooking or

841981000

EFreesemiconductor production.
--- Chemical vapor deposition apparatus for

841989100

EFreelaboratory use
 --- Other for industrial, agricultural, medical or

841989200
D30%--- Other841989900

A5%heatersimported by factories as industrial inputs
 -- Burners of non-electrical water

841990100

EFreefor semiconductor production.
 -- Parts of chemical vapor deposition apparatus

841990200

EFreelaboratory use
 --- Other for industrial, agricultural, medical or

841990300
D30%---- Other841990990
EFree- Calendering or other rolling machines842010000
EFree-- Cylinders842091000
EFree-- Other842099000
EFree --- For industrial or medical use842111100
D30%--- Other842111900
D30%-- Clothes-dryers842112000

EFreeprocessing
--- Spin dryers for semiconductor wafer

842119100

EFreeenvironmental health use
 --- Other for industrial, agricultural, laboratory or

842119200
D30%--- Other842119900

EFreelaboratorory or environmental health use
 --- For industrial, agricultural, medical,

842121100
D30%--- Other842121900
EFree --- For industrial use842122100
B10%--- Other842122900

D30%engines
-- Oil or petrol-filters for internal combustion

842123000

EFreelaboratorory or environmental health use
 --- For industrial, agricultural, medical,

842129100
D30%--- Other842129900

D30%engines
-- Intake air filters for internal combustion

842131000

EFreelaboratorory or environmental health use
 --- For industrial, agricultural, medical,

842139100
D30%--- Other842139900

E5%processing
--- Parts of spin dryers for semiconductor wafer

842191100

E5%or environmental health apparatus
 --- Other parts of industrial, medical, laboratory,

842191200
D30%--- Other842191900



A5%environmental health apparatus
 --- Parts of industrial, medical, laboratory, or

842199100

A5%inputs
 --- Parts imported by factories as industrial

842199200
D30%--- Other842199900
D30%-- Of the household type842211000
EFree-- Other842219000

EFreeother containers
- Machinery for cleaning or drying bottles or

842220000

EFreeaerating beverages
jars, tubes and similar containers; machinery for
containers; machinery for capsuling bottles,
labelling bottles, cans, boxes, bags or other
- Machinery for filling, closing, sealing, or

842230000

EFree(including heat- shrink wrapping machinery)
- Other packing or wrapping machinery

842240000
D30%-- Parts of the apparatus of heading 8422.11842290100
A5%-- Other842290900

D30%scales; household scales
- Personal weighing machines, including baby

842310000

B10%conveyors
- Scales for continuous weighing of goods on

842320000

B10%into a bag or container, including hopper scales
discharging a predetermined weight of material
- Constant weight scales and scales for

842330000

D30%exceeding 30 kg
-- Having a maximum weighing capacity not

842381000
D30%--- Steelyards842382100
B10%--- Other842382900
D30%--- Steelyards842389100
B10%--- Other842389900

D30%of weighing machinery
- Weighing machine weights of all kinds; parts

842390000
EFree- Fire extinguishers, whether or not charged842410000
EFree -- For industrial, agricultural or medical use842420100
D30%-- Other842420900
EFree -- For industrial, agricultural or medical use842430100
B10%-- Other842430900
D30%--- Drip irrigation systems842481100
EFree --- Other842481900

EFreeelectroplating process .
semiconductor packages prior to the
contaminants from the metal leads of
--- Deflash machines for cleaning and removing

842489100

EFreecleaning semiconductor wafers .
--- Spraying appliances for etching, stripping or

842489200
EFree--- Other fr industrial or medical use (1)842489300
D30%--- Other842489900
A5%-- Parts of fire extinguishing equipment842490100

EFreestripping or cleaning semiconductor wafers .
-- Parts of spraying appliances for etching,

842490200

E5%medical apparatus
 -- Other parts of industrial, agricultural or

842490300
D30%-- Other842490900



EFree --- For industrial use842511100
D30%--- Other842511900
EFree --- For industrial use842519100
D30%--- Other842519900

B10%designed for use underground
- Pit-head winding gear; winches specially

842520000
B10%-- Powered by electric motor842531000
B10%-- Other842539000

B10%garages
-- Built-in jacking systems of a type used in

842541000
D30%--- Portable842542100
EFree --- Other for industrial use842542200

EFreeinputs
 --- Other imported by factories as industrial

842542300
D30% --- Other842542990
B10%-- Other842549000
EFree --- For industrial use842611100
D30%--- Other842611900
B10%--- Works trucks fitted with a crane842612100
EFree --- Other for industrial use842612200
B10% --- Other842612900
B10%--- Jib cranes842619100
EFree --- Other for industrial use842619200
B10%---- Other842619900
EFree -- For industrial use842620100
D30%-- Other842620900
EFree -- For industrial use842630100
D30%-- Other842630900
B10%--- Works trucks fitted with a crane842641100
EFree --- Other for industrial use842641200
B10%---- Other842641900
EFree --- For industrial use842649100
B10%--- Other842649900
B10%-- Designed for mounting on road vehicles842691000
EFree --- For industrial use842699100
B10%--- Other842699900

B10%motor
- Self-propelled trucks powered by an electric

842710000
B10%- Other self-propelled trucks842720000
B10%- Other trucks842790000
D30%-- Lifts842810100
EFree -- Skip hoists, for industrial use842810200
B10%-- Other842810900
B10%- Pneumatic elevators and conveyors842820000
B10%-- Specially designed for underground use842831000
EFree --- For industrial use842832100
B10%--- Other842832900
EFree --- For industrial use842833100
B10%--- Other842833900
EFree --- For industrial use842839100
B10%--- Other842839900
D30%- Escalators and moving walkways842840000



B10%wagon handling equipment
traversers, wagon tippers and similar railway
- Mine wagon pushers, locomotive or wagon

842850000

B10%mechanisms for funiculars
- Teleferics, chair-lifts, ski-draglines; traction

842860000
EFree --- For industrial use842890100
B10%-- Other842890900
EFree-- Track laying842911000
EFree-- Other842919000
EFree- Graders and levellers842920000
EFree- Scrapers842930000
EFree- Tamping machines and road rollers842940000
EFree-- Front-end shovel loaders842951000

EFreesuperstructure
-- Machinery with a 360? revolving

842952000
EFree-- Other842959000
B10%-- Pile-extractors843010100
EFree-- Other843010900
EFree- Snow-ploughs and snow-blowers843020000
EFree-- Self-propelled843031000
EFree-- Other843039000
EFree-- Self-propelled843041000
EFree-- Other843049000
EFree- Other machinery, self-propelled843050000
EFree-- Tamping or compacting machinery843061000
EFree-- Scrapers843062000
EFree-- Other843069000
D30%- Of machinery of heading No. 84.25843110000
D30%- Of machinery of heading No. 84.27843120000
D30%-- Of lifts, skip hoists or escalators843131000
D30%-- Other843139000
C20%-- Buckets, shovels, grabs and grips843141000
C20%-- Bulldozer or angledozer blades843142000

C20%subheading No. 8430.41 or 8430.49
-- Parts for boring or sinking machinery of

843143000

C20%84.30
--- Parts for apparatus of headings 84.29 and

843149100
D30%--- Other843149900
EFree- Ploughs weeders and hoes :843210000
EFree-- Disc harrows843221000
EFree-- Other843229000
EFree- Seeders, planters and transplanters843230000
EFree- Manure spreaders and fertiliser distributors843240000
EFree- Other machinery843280000
EFree- Parts843290000

EFreehorizontal plane
-- Powered, with the cutting device rotating in a

843311000
EFree-- Other843319000

EFreemounting
- Other mowers, including cutter bars for tractor

843320000
EFree- Other haymaking machinery843330000

EFreebalers machinery :
- Straw or fodder balers, including pick-up

843340000
EFree-- Combine harvester-threshers843351000



EFree-- Other threshing machinery843352000
EFree-- Root or tuber harvesting machines843353000
EFree-- Other843359000

EFreefruit or other agricultural produce
- Machines for cleaning, sorting or grading eggs,

843360000
E5%- Parts843390000
EFree- Milking machines843410000
EFree- Dairy machinery843420000
E5%- Parts843490000
EFree- Machinery843510000
A5%- Parts843590000

EFreeincubators and brooders :
- Machinery for preparing animal feeding stuffs

843610000
EFree-- Poultry incubators and brooders843621000
EFree-- Other843629000
EFree- Other machinery843680000

A5%incubators and brooders
-- Of poultry-keeping machinery or poultry

843691000
A5%-- Other843699000

EFreegrain or dried leguminous vegetables
- Machines for cleaning, sorting or grading seed,

843710000
EFree- Other machinery843780000
A5%- Parts843790000

EFreeproducts
manufacture of macaroni, spaghetti or similar
- Bakery machinery and machinery for the

843810000

EFreeconfectionery, cocoa or chocolate
- Machinery for the manufacture of

843820000
EFree- Machinery for sugar manufacture843830000
EFree- Brewery machinery843840000

EFreepoultry
- Machinery for the preparation of meat or

843850000

EFreevegetables
- Machinery for the preparation of fruits, nuts or

843860000
EFree- Other machinery843880000
A5%- Parts843890000

EFreematerial
- Machinery for making pulp of fibrous cellulosic

843910000
EFree- Machinery for making paper or paperboard843920000
EFree- Machinery for finishing paper or paperboard843930000

A5%cellulosic material
-- Of machinery for making pulp of fibrous

843991000
A5%-- Other843999000
EFree- Machinery844010000
A5%- Parts844090000

D30%cinematography
-- Of a kind used in photography or

844110100
EFree-- Other844110900
EFreeenvelopes

- Machines for making bags, sacks or
844120000

EFreeby moulding
tubes, drums or similar containers, other than
- Machines for making cartons, boxes, cases,

844130000

EFreepaper or paperboard
- Machines for moulding articles in paper pulp,

844140000



EFree- Other machinery844180000

D30%cinematography
-- Of a kind used in photography or

844190100
A5%-- Other844190900
EFree- Phototype-setting and composing machines844210000

EFreewith or without founding device
type-setting or composing by other processes,
- Machinery, apparatus and equipment for

844220000
EFree- Other machinery, apparatus and equipment844230000

EFreeequipment
- Parts of the foregoing machinery, apparatus or

844240000

EFreeor polished)
printing purposes (for example, planed, grained
cylinders and lithographic stones, prepared for
other printing components; blocks, plates,
- Printing type, blocks, plates, cylinders and

844250000
EFree-- Reel fed844311000

EFreeexceeding 22 x 36 cm)
-- Sheet fed, office type (sheet size not

844312000
EFree-- Other844319000
EFree-- Reel fed844321000
EFree-- Other844329000
EFree- Flexographic printing machinery844330000
EFree- Gravure printing machinery844340000
EFree-- Ink-jet printing machines844351000
EFree-- Other844359000
EFree- Machines for uses ancillary to printing844360000
A5%- Parts844390000

EFreecutting man-made textile materials.
Machines for extruding, drawing, texturing or

844400000
EFree-- Carding machines844511000
EFree-- Combing machines844512000
EFree-- Drawing or roving machines844513000
EFree-- Other844519000
EFree- Textile spinning machines844520000
EFree- Textile doubling or twisting machines844530000

EFreereeling machines
- Textile winding (including weft- winding) or

844540000
EFree- Other844590000

EFree30 cm
- For weaving fabrics of a width not exceeding

844610000
EFree-- Power looms844621000
EFree-- Other844629000

EFreecm, shuttleless type
- For weaving fabrics of a width exceeding 30

844630000
EFree-- With cylinder diameter not exceeding 165 mm844711000
EFree-- With cylinder diameter exceeding 165 mm844712000

EFreemachines
- Flat knitting machines; stitch-bonding

844720000
EFree- Other844790000

EFreeuse therewith
copying, punching or assembling machines for
-- Dobbies and Jacquards; card reducing,

844811000
EFree-- Other844819000



EFreemachinery :
heading No. 84.45 or of their auxiliary
No. 84.44 or of their auxiliary machinery
- Parts and accessories of machines of heading

844820000
EFree-- Card clothing844831000

EFreethan card clothing
-- Of machines for preparing textile fibres, other

844832000

EFreering travellers
-- Spindles, spindle flyers, spinning rings and

844833000
EFree-- Other844839000
EFree-- Shuttles844841000
EFree-- Reeds for looms, healds and heald-frames844842000
EFree-- Other844849000

EFreeforming stitches
-- Sinkers, needles and other articles used in

844851000
EFree-- Other844859000

EFreefor making hats.
including machinery for making felt hats; blocks
felt or nonwovens in the piece or in shapes,
Machinery for the manufacture or finishing of

844900000
D30%-- Fully-automatic machines845011000
D30%-- Other machines, with built-in centrifugal drier845012000
D30%-- Other845019000

D30%exceeding 10 kg
- Machines, each of a dry linen capacity

845020000

B10%inputs(other than bodies or parts thereof)
 -- Imported by factories as industrial

845090100
D30% -- Other845090900
D30%- Dry-cleaning machines845110000

D30%kg
-- Each of a dry linen capacity not exceeding 10

845121000
EFree --- For industrial use845129100
D30%--- Other845129900
EFree -- For industrial use845130100
D30%-- Other845130900
EFree -- For industrial use845140100
D30%-- Other845140900
EFree -- For industrial use845150100
B10%-- Other845150900
EFree -- For industrial use845180100
D30%-- Other845180900
A5% -- For industrial use845190100
D30%-- Other845190900
B10%- Sewing machines of the household type845210000
EFree-- Automatic units845221000
EFree-- Other845229000
EFree- Sewing machine needles845230000

D30%machines and parts thereof
- Furniture, bases and covers for sewing

845240000
A5%- Other parts of sewing machines845290000

EFreehides, skins or leather
- Machinery for preparing, tanning or working

845310000
EFree- Machinery for making or repairing footwear845320000
EFree- Other machinery845380000
A5%- Parts845390000



EFree- Converters845410000
EFree- Ingot moulds and ladles845420000
EFree- Casting machines845430000
A5%- Parts845490000
EFree- Tube mills845510000
EFree-- Hot or combination hot and cold845521000
EFree-- Cold845522000
EFree- Rolls for rolling mills845530000
A5%- Other parts845590000
EFree-- In the production of semiconductor wafers845610100
EFree-- Other845610900
EFree- Operated by ultrasonic processes845620000
EFree- Operated by electro-discharge processes845630000

EFreesemiconductor wafers
--- Apparatus for stripping or cleaning

845691100
EFree--- Other845691900
EFree-- Other:845699000
EFree--- Electronic polishing machines845699100

EFreepatterns on semiconductor devices.
produce or repair masks and reticles for
 --- Focused ion beam milling machines to

845699200

EFreesemiconductor production by laser beam.
 --- Lasercutters for cutting contacting tracks in

845699300
EFree --- Other845699900
EFree- Machining centres845710000
EFree- Unit construction machines (single station)845720000
EFree- Multi-station transfer machines845730000
EFree-- Numerically controlled845811000
EFree-- Other845819000
EFree-- Numerically controlled845891000
EFree-- Other845899000
EFree- Way-type unit head machines845910000
EFree-- Numerically controlled845921000
EFree-- Other845929000
EFree-- Numerically controlled845931000
EFree-- Other845939000
EFree- Other boring machines845940000
EFree-- Numerically controlled845951000
EFree-- Other845959000
EFree-- Numerically controlled845961000
EFree-- Other845969000
EFree- Other threading or tapping machines845970000
EFree-- Numerically controlled846011000
EFree-- Other846019000
EFree-- Numerically controlled846021000
EFree-- Other846029000
EFree-- Numerically controlled846031000
EFree-- Other846039000
EFree- Honing or lapping machines846040000
EFree- Other846090000
EFree- Planing machines846110000
EFree- Shaping or slotting machines846120000
EFree- Broaching machines846130000



EFreemachines
- Gear cutting, gear grinding or gear finishing

846140000
EFree- Sawing or cutting-off machines846150000
EFree- Other846190000

EFreepresses) and hammers
- Forging or die-stamping machines (including

846210000
EFree-- Numerically controlled846221000
EFree-- Other846229000
EFree-- Numerically controlled846231000
EFree-- Other846239000
EFree-- Numerically controlled846241000
EFree-- Other846249000
EFree --- For industrial use846291100
B10%--- Other846291900
EFree --- For industrial use846299100
B10%--- Other846299900

EFreethe like
- Draw-benches for bars, tubes, profiles, wire or

846310000
EFree- Thread rolling machines846320000
EFree- Machines for working wire846330000
EFree- Other846390000

EFreechips.
semiconductor boules into slices, or wafers into
-- Machines for sawing monocrystal

846410100
EFree-- Other846410900
EFree-- For processing of semiconductor wafers.846420100
EFree-- Other846420900

EFreesemiconductor wafers
-- Dicing machines for scribing or scoring

846490100
EFree-- Other846490900

EFreebetween such operations
of machining operations without tool change
- Machines which can carry out different types

846510000
EFree-- Sawing machines846591000

EFreemachines
-- Planing, milling or moulding (by cutting)

846592000
EFree-- Grinding, sanding or polishing machines846593000
EFree-- Bending or assembling machines846594000
EFree-- Drilling or morticing machines846595000
EFree-- Splitting, slicing or paring machines846596000
EFree-- Other846599000
A5%- Tool holders and self-opening dieheads846610000
A5%- Work holders846620000

A5%for machine-tools
- Dividing heads and other special attachments

846630000

E5%chips.
semiconductor boules into slices, or wafers into
--- Parts for machines for sawing monocrystal

846691100

E5%scoring semiconductor wafers
--- Parts for dicing machines for scribing or

846691200

E5%wafers.
machines for processing of semiconductor
--- Parts of gringing, polishing and lapping

846691300
A5%--- Other846691900



A5%-- For machines of heading No. 84.65846692000

E5%patterns on semiconductor devices.
to produce or repair masks and reticles for
--- Parts of focused ion beam milling machines

846693100

E5%beam.
tracks in semiconductor production by laser
--- Parts of lasercutters for cutting contacting

846693200

E5%semiconductor wafers
photon beam,  in the production of
by removal of material, by laser or other light or
--- Parts of machines for working any material

846693300

E5%semiconductor wafers
--- Parts of apparatus for stripping or cleaning

846693400

E5%semiconductor materials
--- Parts of machines for dry-etching patterns on

846693500
A5%--- Other846693900
A5%-- For machines of heading No. 84.62 or 84.63846694000

EFreerotary-percussion)
-- Rotary type (including combined

846711000
EFree-- Other846719000
EFree-- Chain saws846781000
EFree-- Other846789000
EFree-- Of chain saws846791000
EFree-- Of pneumatic tools846792000
EFree-- Other846799000
EFree- Hand-held blow pipes846810000
EFree- Other gas-operated machinery and apparatus846820000
EFree -- For industrial use846880100
B10%-- Other846880900

EFree8468.20
-- Parts of apparatus of headings 8468.10 and

846890100
B10%-- Other846890900
E10%-- Word-processing machines846911000
B10%-- Automatic typewriters846912000
B10%- Other typewriters, electric846920000
B10%- Other typewriters, non-electric846930000

E30%machines :
displaying machines with calculating functions
pocket-size data recording, reproducing and
without an external source of electric power and
- Electronic calculators capable of operation

847010000
E10%-- Incorporating a printing device847021000
E10%-- Other847029000
E10%- Other calculating machines847030000
E10%- Accounting machines847040000
E10%- Cash registers847050000
E10%- Other847090000

EFreemachines
- Analogue or hybrid automatic data processing

847110000

EFreekeyboard and a display
consisting of at least a central processing unit, a
machines, weighing not more than 10 kg,
- Portable digital automatic data processing

847130000



EFreeunit, whether or not combined
central processing unit and an input and output
-- Comprising in the same housing at least a

847141000
EFree-- Other, presented in the form of systems847149000

EFreeinput units,output units
of the following types of units: storage units,
not containing in the same housing one or two
subheadings 8471.41 and 8471.49, whether or
- Digital processing units other than those of

847150000

EFreestorage units in the same housing
- Input or output units, whether or not containing

847160000
EFree- Storage units847170000

EFreemachines
- Other units of automatic data processing

847180000
EFree- Other847190000
B10%- Duplicating machines847210000

B10%embossing machines
- Addressing machines and address plate

847220000

B10%stamps
machines for affixing or cancelling postage
for opening, closing or sealing mail and
inserting mail in envelopes or bands, machines
- Machines for sorting or folding mail or for

847230000
E10%-- Automatic teller machines.847290100
B10%--other847290900

D30%heading No. 84.69
- Parts and accessories of the machines of

847310000

E30%subheading No. 8470.10, 8470.21 or 8470.29
-- Of the  electronic calculating machines  of

847321000
E30%-- Other847329000

EFreeheading No. 84.71
- Parts and accessories of the machines of

847330000

D30%heading No. 84.72
- Parts and accessories of the machines of

847340000

E30%Nos. 84.69 to 84.72
with machines of two or more of the headings
- Parts and accessories equally suitable for use

847350000
D30%-- Machines for screening gravel847410100
EFree-- Other847410900
EFree- Crushing or grinding machines847420000

EFreesites and are automatically loaded (central)
--- Of a kind that is stationed at construction

847431100
D30%--- Other847431900

EFreebitumen
-- Machines for mixing mineral substances with

847432000
EFree-- Other847439000
EFree- Other machinery847480000

D30%8474.319
-- For machines of subheadings 8474.101 and

847490100
B10%-- Other847490900

EFreeenvelopes
lamps, tubes or valves or flashbulbs, in glass
- Machines for assembling electric or electronic

847510000



EFreepreforms thereof
-- Machines for making optical fibres and

847521000
EFree-- Other847529000
A5%- Parts847590000
D30%-- Incorporating heating or refrigerating devices847621000
D30%-- Other847629000
D30%-- Incorporating heating or refrigerating devices847681000
D30%-- Other847689000
D30%- Parts847690000

EFreesemiconductor
-- Encapsuling equipment  for assembly of

847710100
EFree-- Other847710900
EFree- Extruders847720000
EFree- Blow moulding machines847730000

EFreethermoforming machines
- Vacuum moulding machines and other

847740000

EFreefor moulding or otherwise forming inner tubes
-- For moulding or retreading pneumatic tyres or

847751000
EFree-- Other847759000
EFree- Other machinery847780000
E5%-- Parts of encapsuling equipment847790100
E5%-- Other847790900
EFree -- For industrial or agricultural use847810100
B10%-- Other847810900
A5% -- For industrial or agricultural use847890100
D30%-- Other847890900
EFree-- Machines for road construction847910100
B10%-- Other847910900

EFreeanimal or fixed vegetable fats or oils
- Machinery for the extraction or preparation of

847920000

EFreeor cork
materials and other machinery for treating wood
or fibre building board of wood or other ligneous
- Presses for the manufacture of particle board

847930000
EFree- Rope or cable-making machines847940000

EFreedevices
boxes and other material for semiconductor
and storage of semiconductor wafer, wafer
-- Automated machines for transport, handling

847950100
EFree-- Other847950900
D30%- Evaporative air coolers847960000

EFreecoil-winders
-- For treating metal, including electric wire

847981000
EFree --- For industrial or agricultural use847982100
D30%--- Other847982900

EFreesemiconductor boules
--- Apparatus for growing or pulling monocrystal

847989100

EFreepanel displays
sputtering on semiconductor wafers and flat
--- Apparatus for physical deposition by

847989200

EFreeflat panel displays
stipping or cleaning semiconductor wafers and
--- Apparatus for wet etching, developing,

847989300



EFreesemiconductors
bonders, and wire bonders for assembly of
--- Die attach apparatus, tape automated

847989400

EFreesemiconductors
--- Encapsulation equipement for assdembly of

847989500

EFreesemicondutor wafers
--- Epitaxial deposition machines for

847989600

EFreestraightening semicondutor leads
--- Machines for bending, folding and

847989700

EFreesemiconductor production
--- Physical deposition apparatus for

847989800

EFreeon semiconductor wafers
---- Spinners for coating photographic emulsions

847989910
EFree ---- Other for industrial or agricultural use847989920
D30%--- Other847989990

E5%sputtering on semiconductor wafers
-- Of apparatus for physical deposition by

847990100

E5%semiconductors
bonders, and wire bonders for assembly of
-- For die attach apparatus, tape automated

847990200

E5%emulsions on semiconductor wafers
-- For spinners for coating photographic

847990300

E5%monocrystal semiconductor boules
-- For apparatus for growing or pulling

847990400

E5%flat panel displays
stipping or cleaning semiconductor wafers and
-- For apparatus for wet etching, developing,

847990500

E5%for semiconductor devices
wafer cassettes, wafer boxes and other material
handling and storage of semiconductor wafers,
-- Of automated machines for transport,

847990600

E5%of semiconductors
-- Of encapsulation equipement for assdembly

847990700

E5%semicondutor wafers
-- Of epitaxial deposition machines for

847990800

E5%straightening semicondutor leads
 --- Of machines for bending, folding and

847990910

E5%semiconductor production
 --- Of physical deposition apparatus for

847990920
A5% --- Other for industrial or agricultural use847990930
D30% --- Other847990990
EFree- Moulding boxes for metal foundry848010000
EFree- Mould bases848020000
EFree- Moulding patterns848030000
EFree-- Injection or compression types848041000
EFree-- Other848049000
EFree- Moulds for glass848050000
EFree- Moulds for mineral materials848060000

EFreedevices.
--- For the manufacture of semiconductor

848071100
EFree--- Other848071900
EFree-- Other848079000
A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs848110100
D30%-- Other848110900



D30%transmissions
- Valves for oleohydraulic or pneumatic

848120000
A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs848130100
D30%-- Other848130900
A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs848140100
B10%-- Other848140900
A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs848180400

EFreereduce water consumption
 -- Self shut-off valves used for water taps to

848180500
D30%-- Other848180900
A5% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs848190100

EFreewater consumption .
-- Parts for cocks and taps, designed to reduce

848190200
D30%-- Other848190900
D30%- Ball bearings848210000

D30%tapered roller assemblies
- Tapered roller bearings, including cone and

848220000
D30%- Spherical roller bearings848230000
D30%- Needle roller bearings848240000
D30%- Other cylindrical roller bearings848250000
D30%- Other, including combined ball/roller bearings848280000
D30%-- Balls, needles and rollers848291000
D30%-- Other848299000
A5% -- Imported by lift factories for lift manufacturing848310100
D30%-- Other848310900
A5% -- Imported by lift factories for lift manufacturing848320100
D30%-- Other848320900
A5% -- Imported by lift factories for lift manufacturing848330100
D30%-- Other848330900
A5% -- Imported by lift factories for lift manufacturing848340100
D30%-- Other848340900
A5% -- Imported by lift factories for lift manufacturing848350100
D30%-- Other848350900
A5% -- Imported by lift factories for lift manufacturing848360100
D30%-- Other848360900
A5% -- Imported by lift factories for lift manufacturing848390100
D30%-- Other848390900

D30%layers of metal
combined with other material or of two or more
- Gaskets and similar joints of metal sheeting

848410000
D30%- Mechanical seals848420000
D30%- Other848490000
D30%- Ships' or boats' propellers and blades therefor848510000
D30%- Other848590000

B10%as industrial inputs
 -- Weighing 10 kg or less imported by factories

850110100
D30% -- Other,weighing 10 kg or less850110200
B10%-- Other850110900

B10%as industrial inputs
 -- Weighing 10 kg or less imported by factories

850120100
D30% -- Other,weighing 10 kg or less850120200
EFree-- Other850120900

B10%as industrial inputs
 --- Weighing 10 kg or less imported by factories

850131100



D30% --- Other,weighing 10 kg or less850131200
EFree--- Other850131900

B10%as industrial inputs
 --- Weighing 10 kg or less imported by factories

850132100
D30% --- Other,weighing 10 kg or less850132200
EFree--- Other850132900

EFreeexceeding 375 kW
-- Of an output exceeding 75 kW but not

850133000
EFree-- Of an output exceeding 375 kW850134000

B10%as industrial inputs
 -- Weighing 10 kg or less imported by factories

850140100

B10%consumption
 --Weighing 10 kg or less for reducing power

850140200
D30% -- Other,weighing 10 kg or less850140300
EFree-- Other850140900

B10%as industrial inputs
 --- Weighing 10 kg or less imported by factories

850151100

B10%consumption
 ---Weighing 10 kg or less for reducing power

850151200
D30% --- Other,weighing 10 kg or less850151300
EFree--- Other850151900

B10%as industrial inputs
 --- Weighing 10 kg or less imported by factories

850152100

B10%consumption
 ---Weighing 10 kg or less for reducing power

850152200
D30% --- Other,weighing 10 kg or less850152300
EFree--- Other850152900
EFree-- Of an output exceeding 75 kW850153000
EFree-- Of an output not exceeding 75 kVA850161000

EFreeexceeding 375 kVA
-- Of an output exceeding 75 kVA but not

850162000

EFreeexceeding 750 kVA
-- Of an output exceeding 375 kVA but not

850163000
EFree-- Of an output exceeding 750 kVA850164000
B10%--- Weighing 10 kg or less850211100
EFree--- Other850211900

EFreeexceeding 375 kVA
-- Of an output exceeding 75 kVA but not

850212000
EFree-- Of an output exceeding 375 kVA850213000
B10%-- Weighing 10 kg or less850220100
EFree-- Other850220900
EFree-- Wind-powered850231000
B10%--- Weighing 10 kg or less850239100
EFree--- Other850239900
B10%-- Weighing 10 kg or less850240100
EFree-- Other850240900

D30%the machines of heading No. 85.01 or 85.02.
Parts suitable for use solely or principally with

850300000
D30%- Ballasts for discharge lamps or tubes850410000
B10%--- Weighing 10 kg or less850421100
EFree--- Other850421900

EFree650 kVA but not exceeding 10,000 kVA
-- Having a power handling capacity exceeding

850422000



EFree10,000 kVA
-- Having a power handling capacity exceeding

850423000

B10%exceeding 1 kVA
-- Having a power handling capacity not

850431000

EFree1 kVA but not exceeding 16 kVA
-- Having a power handling capacity exceeding

850432000

EFree16 kVA but not exceeding 500 kVA
-- Having a power handling capacity exceeding

850433000

EFree500 kVA
-- Having a power handling capacity exceeding

850434000

EFreetelecommunication apparatus
processing machines and unit thereof,and
 -- Static converters for automatic data

850440200
D30% -- Other,weighing 10 kg or less850440300
EFree -- Other850440990

EFreetelecommunication apparatus
processing machines and unit thereof,and
 -- Static converters for automatic data

850450200
D30% -- Other,weighing 10 kg or less850450300
EFree -- Other850450900
A5%-- External body of transformer850490100

E30%8504.50910
subheadings 8504.40110, 8504.50110,  and
-- Rented curcuits assemblies for products of

850490200
D30%-- other850490900
D30%-- Of metal850511000
D30%-- Other850519000

D30%brakes
- Electro-magnetic couplings, clutches and

850520000
D30%- Electro-magnetic lifting heads850530000
D30%- Other, including parts850590000
D30%- Manganese dioxide850610000
D30%- Mercuric oxide850630000
D30%- Silver oxide850640000
D30%- Lithium850650000
D30%- Air-zinc850660000
D30%- Other850680000
A5%-- Battery containers including battery heads850690100
D30%-- Other850690900

D30%engines
- Lead-acid, of a kind used for starting piston

850710000
D30%- Other lead-acid accumulators850720000
D30%- Nickel-cadmium850730000
D30%- Nickel-iron850740000
D30%- Other accumulators850780000
A5%- Parts850790000
EFree- Drills of all kinds850810000
EFree- Saws850820000
EFree- Other tools850880000
B10%- Parts850890000
D30%- Vacuum cleaners850910000
D30%- Floor polishers850920000
D30%- Kitchen waste disposers850930000



D30%juice extractors
- Food grinders and mixers; fruit or vegetable

850940000
D30%- Other appliances850980000
D30%- Parts850990000
A5%- Shavers851010000
D30%- Hair clippers851020000
D30%- Hair-removing appliances851030000
D30%- Parts851090000
D30%- Sparking plugs851110000

D30%magnetic flywheels
- Ignition magnetos; magneto-dynamos;

851120000
D30%- Distributors; ignition coils851130000

D30%starter-generators
- Starter motors and dual purpose

851140000
D30%- Other generators851150000
D30%- Other equipment851180000
D30%- Parts851190000

D30%kind used on bicycles
- Lighting or visual signalling equipment of a

851210000
D30%- Other lighting or visual signalling equipment851220000
D30%- Sound signalling equipment851230000
D30%- Windscreen wipers, defrosters and demisters851240000
D30%- Parts851290000
D30%- Lamps851310000
D30%- Parts851390000

EFreedevices on semiconductor wafers.
-- For the manufacture of semiconductor

851410100
EFree-- Other851410900

EFreedevices on semiconductor wafers.
-- For the manufacture of semiconductor

851420100
EFree-- Other851420900

EFreesemiconductorwafers
-- Apparatus for rapid heating of

851430100
EFree-- Other851430900
EFree- Other induction or dielectric heating equipment851440000

E5%devices on semiconductor wafers
ovens for manufacture of semiconductor
-- Parts of resistance heated furnaces and

851490100
E5%-- Parts of apparatus for rapid heating of wafers851490200

E5%8514.10 to 8514.30
-- Parts of furnaces and ovens of headings

851490300
A5%-- Other851490900
EFree-- Soldering irons and guns851511000
EFree-- Other851519000
EFree-- Fully or partly automatic851521000
EFree-- Other851529000
EFree-- Fully or partly automatic851531000
EFree-- Other851539000

B10%carbids
-- For hot spraying of metals or sintered metal

851580100

EFreeinputs
 -- Other imported by factories as industrial

851580200
B10% -- Other851580900
B10%- Parts851590000



B10% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs851610100
D30% -- Other851610900
D30%-- Storage heating radiators851621000
D30%-- Other851629000
D30%-- Hair dryers851631000
D30%-- Other hair-dressing apparatus851632000
D30%-- Hand-drying apparatus851633000
D30%- Electric smoothing irons851640000
D30%- Microwave ovens851650000

D30%rings, grillers and roasters
- Other ovens; cookers, cooking plates, boiling

851660000
D30%-- Coffee or tea makers851671000
D30%-- Toasters851672000
D30%-- Other851679000
EFree- Electric heating resistors851680000
D30%- Parts851690000
E30%-- Line telephone sets with cordless handsets851711000
E30%-- Other851719000
E30%-- Facsimile machines851721000
E10%-- Teleprinters851722000
EFree- Telephonic or telegraphic switching apparatus851730000

EFreesystems or for digital line systems
- Other apparatus, for carrier-current line

851750000
E10%- Other apparatus851780000
E30%- Parts851790000

E30%telecmmunication use.
10 mm and a hight not exceeding 3 mm, for
Hz to 3,4 KHz with a diameter of not exceeding
-- Microphones having a frequency range of 300

851810100
D30%-- Other851810900

D30%enclosures
-- Single loudspeakers, mounted in their

851821000

D30%enclosure
-- Multiple loudspeakers, mounted in the same

851822000

E30%telecmmunication use.
diameter of not exceeding 50 mm , for
frequency range of 300 Hz to 3,4 KHz with a
--- Loudspeaker, without housing, having a

851829100
D30%851829900
E30%-- Line telephone handsets851830100
D30%-- Other851830900
D30%- Audio-frequency electric amplifiers851840000
D30%- Electric sound amplifier sets851850000
D30%- Parts851890000
D30%- Coin- or disc-operated record-players851910000
D30%-- Without loudspeaker851921000
D30%-- Other851929000
D30%-- With automatic record changing mechanism851931000
D30%-- Other851939000
D30%- Transcribing machines851940000
D30%-- Pocket-size cassette-players851992000
D30%-- Other, cassette-type851993000
D30%-- Other851999000



D30%without an external source of power
- Dictating machines not capable of operating

852010000
E30%- Telephone answering machines852020000
D30%-- Digital audio type852032000
D30%-- Other, cassette-type852033000
D30%-- Other852039000
D30%- Other852090000
D30%- Magnetic tape-type852110000
D30%- Other852190000
D30%- Pick-up cartridges852210000
D30%- Other852290000

E5%factories
in magnetic recording apparatus, imported by
---  Magnetic media, not prepared for direct use

852311100

EFree84.71
 --- Unrecorded media for machines of heading

852311200
E30%--- Other852311900

E5%factories
in magnetic recording apparatus, imported by
--- Magnetic media, not prepared for direct use

852312100

EFree84.71
 --- Unrecorded media for machines of heading

852312200
E30%--- Other852312900

E5%factories as industrial inputs
in magnetic recording apparatus, imported by
 --- Magnetic media, not prepared for direct use

852313100

EFree84.71
 --- Unrecorded media for machines of heading

852313200
E30%--- Other852313900
EFree- Magnetic discs852320000
D30%- Cards incorporating a magnetic stripe852330000

E5%records
-- Matrices and masters for the production of

852390100

EFree84.71
-- Unrecorded media for machines of heading

852390200
E30%-- Other852390900
D30%- Gramophone records852410000

EFreeor image
-- For reproducing phenomena other than sound

852431000
B10% --- For educational purposes852432100
D30%--- Other852432900

E10%processing machine,for education
a user, by means of an automatic data
of being manipulated or providing interactivity to
in a machine readable binary form, and capable
instructions, data, sound, and image, recorded
 --- For reproducing representations of

852439100

E30%processing machine,other than fo
a user, by means of an automatic data
of being manipulated or providing interactivity to
in a machine readable binary form, and capable
instructions, data, sound, and image, recorded
 --- For reproducing representations of

852439200
B10% --- Other,for educational purposes852439300



D30% --- Other852439900

EFreeother than sound or image
- Magnetic tapes for reproducing phenomena

852440000
B10% --- For educational purposes852451100
D30%--- Other852451900
B10% --- For educational purposes852452100
D30%--- Other852452900
B10% --- For educational purposes852453100

EFreematerial  imported for traslation
 --- Film tape casettes recorded with non-Arabic

852453200
D30%--- Other852453900
D30%- Cards incorporating a magnetic stripe852460000

EFreeor image
-- For reproducing phenomena other than sound

852491000

A5%records
--- Matrices and masters for the production of

852499100

E10%processing machine,for education
a user, by means of an automatic data
of being manipulated or providing interactivity to
in a machine readable binary form, and capable
instructions, data, sound, and image, recorded
 --- For reproducing representations of

852499200
B10% --- Other,for educational purposes852499300

E30%processing machine,other than fo
a user, by means of an automatic data
of being manipulated or providing interactivity to
in a machine readable binary form, and capable
instructions, data, sound, and image, recorded
 --- For reproducing representations of

852499400
D30% --- Other,other than for educational purposes852499900

E30%for radio-broadcasting or television
-- Transmission apparatus other than apparatus

852510100
D30%-- Other852510900
EFree-- Celluler phones852520100
E30%-- Other852520900
D30%- Television cameras852530000
E5%-- Digital still image video cameras852540100
A5%-- Other852540900
B10%- Radar apparatus852610000
B10%-- Radio navigational aid apparatus852691000
B10%-- Radio remote control apparatus852692000
D30%-- Pocket-size radio cassette-players852712000

D30%recording or reproducing apparatus
-- Other apparatus combined with sound

852713000
D30%-- Other852719000

D30%reproducing apparatus
-- Combined with sound recording or

852721000
D30%-- Other852729000

D30%reproducing apparatus
-- Combined with sound recording or

852731000

D30%clock
reproducing apparatus but combined with a
-- Not combined with sound recording or

852732000
D30%-- Other852739000



E5%paging
-- Portable receivers for calling , altering or

852790100

B10%industrial inputs
 --Imported by hearing aids factories as

852790200
D30%-- Other852790900
D30%-- Colour852812000
D30%-- Black and white or other monochrome852813000
D30%-- Colour852821000
D30%-- Black and white or other monochrome852822000
D30%- Video projectors852830000

D30%through satellite
-- For apparatus of reception or broadcasting

852910100

E30%radio-telegraphy
apparatus for radio-telephony and
-- Aerials or antennae of a kind used with

852910200
D30%-- Other852910900

B10%receivers .
-- For radio-broadcast receivers and television

852990100

EFreeportable receivers for calling,alerting or paging.
apparatus, digital still image video cameras and
transmission apparatus incorporating reception
apparatus for radio-broadcasting or television,
-- Parts of transmission apparatus other than

852990200
I30%-- Other852990900
EFree- Equipment for railways or tramways853010000
EFree- Other equipment853080000
B10%- Parts853090000
D30%-- For vehicles of headings 87.01 to 87.05853110100

B10%industrial inputs
 -- Fire alarm bell imported by factories as

853110200

A5%industrial inpus
 -- Smoke detectors imported by factories as

853110300
D30%-- Other853110900

E30%devices (LCD) or light emitting diodes (LED)
- Indicator panels incorporating liquid crystal

853120000
D30%- Other apparatus853180000
E30%-- Parts of apparatus of subheading 8531.20853190100
D30%-- Other853190900

E10%capacitors)
capacity of not less than 0.5 kvar (power
circuits and having a reactive power handling
- Fixed capacitors designed for use in 50/60 Hz

853210000
E10%-- Tantalum853221000
E10%-- Aluminium electrolytic853222000
E10%-- Ceramic dielectric, single layer853223000
E10%-- Ceramic dielectric, multilayer853224000
E10%-- Dielectric of paper or plastics853225000
E10%-- Other853229000
E10%- Variable or adjustable (pre-set) capacitors853230000
E10%- Parts853290000

E10%types
- Fixed carbon resistors, composition or film

853310000

E10%20 W
-- For a power handling capacity not exceeding

853321000



E10%-- Other853329000

E10%20 W
-- For a power handling capacity not exceeding

853331000
E10%-- Other853339000

E10%and potentiometers
- Other variable resistors, including rheostats

853340000
E10%- Parts853390000
E30%Printed circuits.853400000
D30%- Fuses853510000
D30%-- For a voltage of less than 72.5 kV853521000
D30%-- Other853529000

D30%switches
- Isolating switches and make-and-break

853530000

D30%suppressors
- Lightning arresters, voltage limiters and surge

853540000
D30%- Other853590000
D30%- Fuses853610000
I30%- Automatic circuit breakers853620000

I30%circuits
- Other apparatus for protecting electrical

853630000
D30%-- For a voltage not exceeding 60 V853641000
D30%-- Other853649000
E30% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs853650110
E30% --- Other853650190
E30% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs853650210
E30% --- Other853650290
E30% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs853650310
E30% --- Other853650390

D30%inputs
 -- Other, imported by factories as industrial

853650400
D30%--Other853650900
D30%-- Lamp-holders853661000

E30%printed circuits .
--- Plugs and sockets for co-axil cables and

853669100
D30%--- Other853669900

E30%and cables.
-- Connection and contact elements for wires

853690100
E30%-- Wafer probers.853690200
D30%-- Other853690900

A5%as industrial inputs
for fire fighting equipment, imported by factories
 -- Automatic control panels specially designed

853710100

B10%inputs
 -- Other,imported by factories as industrial

853710200
D30%Other853710900
B10% -- Imported by factories as industrial inputs853720200
D30%-- Other853720900

D30%not equipped with their apparatus
other bases for the goods of heading No. 85.37,
- Boards, panels, consoles, desks, cabinets and

853810000
D30%- Other853890000
D30%- Sealed beam lamp units853910000
D30%-- Tungsten halogen853921000



D30%for a voltage exceeding 100 V
-- Other, of a power not exceeding 200 W and

853922000
D30%-- Other853929000
C20%-- Fluorescent, hot cathode853931000

C20%halide lamps
-- Mercury or sodium vapour lamps; metal

853932000
C20%-- Other853939000
C20%-- Arc-lamps853941000
D30%-- Other853949000
D30%- Parts853990000
B10% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs854011100
D30%--- Other854011900
D30%-- Black and white or other monochrome854012000

D30%and intensifiers; other photo-cathode tubes
- Television camera tubes; image converters

854020000

D30%phosphor dot screen pitch smaller than 0.4 mm
- Data/graphic display tubes, colour, with a

854040000

D30%other monochrome
- Data/graphic display tubes, black and white or

854050000
D30%- Other cathode-ray tubes854060000
D30%-- Magnetrons854071000
D30%-- Klystrons854072000
D30%-- Other854079000
D30%-- Receiver or amplifier valves and tubes854081000
D30%-- Other854089000
B10%-- Of cathode-ray tubes854091000
B10%-- Other854099000

E10%emitting diodes
- Diodes, other than photosensitive or light

854110000
E10%-- With a dissipation rate of less than 1 W854121000
E10%-- Other854129000

E10%photosensitive devices
- Thyristors, diacs and triacs, other than

854130000

E10%light emitting diodes
assembled in modules or made up into panels;
including photovoltaic cells whether or not
- Photosensitive semiconductor devices,

854140000
E10%- Other semiconductor devices854150000
E10%- Mounted piezo-electric crystals854160000
E10%- Parts854190000

E10%circuits ( smart  cards)
-- Cards incorporating electronic integrated

854212000

E10%technology)
-- Metal oxide semiconductors (MOS

854213000
E10%-- Circuits obtained by bipolar technology854214000

E10%(BIMOS technology)
combination of bipolar and MOS technologies
-- Other, including circuits obtained by a

854219000
E10%- Other monolithic integrated circuits854230000
E10%- Hybrid integrated circuits854240000
E10%- Electronic microassemblies854250000
E10%- Parts854290000

EFreematerials
-- Ion implanters for doping semiconductor

854311000



EFree-- Other854319000
EFree- Signal generators854320000

EFreeflat panel display.
stripping or cleaning semiconductor wafers and
--  Apparatus for wet etching, developing,

854330100
EFree-- Other854330900
D30%- Electric fence energisers854340000
E30%-- Proxmity cards and tags854381000

D30%through satellite
 --- For apparatus of reception or broadcasting

854389100

E30%dictionary function.
--- Electrical machines with translation or

854389200

E30%programable by the user
automatic data processing machines freely
--- Apparatus combined a function with

854389300

E30%units thereof to process r
assembly that enables the ADP machines and
and/or microphones as well as a printed circuit
for retails sale consisting of at least speakers
processing machines and units thereof, put up
--- Multimedia upgrade kits for automatic

854389400

A5%inputs
 --- Other,imported by factories as industrial

854389500
D30% --- Other854389900

E5%wafers and flat panel display.
developing, stripping or cleaning semiconductor
-- Parts of apparatus for wet etching,

854390100

E5%semiconductor materials.
-- Parts of ion implanters for doping

854390200

E30%an automatic data processiong machine
-- Printed circuits for physical incorporation into

854390300

A5%inputs
 -- Other ,imported by factories as industrial

854390400
D30%-- Other854390900
A5%--- Paper insulated854411200
D30%--- Other854411900
A5%--- Paper insulated854419200
D30%--- Other854419900

I30%conductors
- Co-axial cable and other co-axial electric

854420000

D30%kind used in vehicles, aircraft or ships
- Ignition wiring sets and other wiring sets of a

854430000
E30%--- Of a kind used for telecommunication.854441200
D30%--- Other854441900
E30%--- Of a kind used for telecommunication.854449200
D30%--- Other854449900
E30%--- Of a kind used for telecommunication.854451100
D30%--- Other854451900
A5%--- Paper insulated854459200
D30%--- Other854459900
A5%-- Paper insulated854460200
D30%-- Other854460900
EFree- Optical fibre cables854470000
A5% --- Of a kind used in steel mills854511100



D30%--- Other854511900
A5% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs854519300
D30%--- Other854519900
D30%- Brushes854520000
D30%- Other854590000
B10%- Of glass854610000
B10%- Of ceramics854620000
B10%- Other854690000
D30%- Insulating fittings of ceramics854710000
D30%- Insulating fittings of plastics854720000
D30%- Other854790000

D30%electric accumulators
primary cells, spent primary batteries and spent
batteries and electric accumulators; spent
- Waste and scrap of primary cells, primary

854810000
D30%- Other854890000
EFree- Powered from an external source of electricity860110000
EFree- Powered by electric accumulators860120000
EFree- Diesel-electric locomotives860210000
EFree- Other860290000
EFree- Powered from an external source of electricity860310000
EFree- Other860390000

EFreevehicles).
trackliners, testing coaches and track inspection
example, workshops, cranes, ballast tampers,
vehicles, whether or not self- propelled (for
Railway or tramway maintenance or service

860400000

EFreethose of heading No. 86.04).
tramway coaches, not self- propelled (excluding
coaches and other special purpose railway or
self-propelled; luggage vans, post office
 Railway or tramway passenger coaches, not

860500000
EFree- Tank wagons and the like860610000

EFreeother than those of subheading No. 8606.10
- Insulated or refrigerated vans and wagons,

860620000

EFreethose of subheading No. 8606.10 or 8606.20
- Self-discharging vans and wagons, other than

860630000
EFree-- Covered and closed860691000

EFreeexceeding 60 cm
-- Open, with non-removable sides of a height

860692000
EFree-- Other860699000
B10%-- Driving bogies and bissel-bogies860711000
B10%-- Other bogies and bissel-bogies860712000
B10%-- Other, including parts860719000
B10%-- Air brakes and parts thereof860721000
B10%-- Other860729000

B10%and parts thereof
- Hooks and other coupling devices, buffers,

860730000
B10%-- Of locomotives860791000
B10%-- Other860799000



EFreeparts of the
parking facilities, port installations or airfields;
railways, tramways, roads, inland waterways,
signalling, safety or traffic control equipment for
mechanical (including electro- mechanical)
 Railway or tramway track fixtures and fittings;

860800000

EFreetransport.
equipped for carriage by one or more modes of
transport of fluids) specially designed and
Containers (including containers for the

860900000
EFree- Pedestrian controlled tractors870110000
EFree- Road tractors for semi-trailers870120000
EFree- Track-laying tractors870130000
EFree- Other870190000

D30%piston engine (diesel or semi-diesel)
- With compression-ignition internal combustion

870210000
D30%- Other870290000

M30%snow; golf cars and similar vehicles
- Vehicles specially designed for travelling on

870310000

A5%and hearses
 --- Vehicles specially designed as ambulances

870321300

M30%(campers)
--- Furnished vehicles prepared for picnics

870321400

EFreein one leg
designed for cripples or paralytics in both legs or
 --- Small vehicles, hand-driven only , specially

870321500
M30%--- Other870321900

A5%and hearses
 --- Vehicles specially designed as ambulances

870322300

M30%(campers)
--- Furnished vehicles prepared for picnics

870322400

EFreein one leg
designed for cripples or paralytics in both legs or
 --- Small vehicles, hand-driven only , specially

870322500
M30%--- Other870322900

A5%and hearses
 ---- Vehicles specially designed as ambulances

870323130

M30%(campers)
---- Furnished vehicles prepared for picnics

870323140

EFreein one leg
designed for cripples or paralytics in both legs or
 ---- Small vehicles, hand-driven only , specially

870323150
M30%---- Other870323190

A5%and hearses
 ---- Vehicles specially designed as ambulances

870323210

M30%(campers)
---- Furnished vehicles prepared for picnics

870323220
M30%---- Other870323290

A5%and hearses
 ---- Vehicles specially designed as ambulances

870323310

M30%(campers)
---- Furnished vehicles prepared for picnics

870323320
M30%---- Other870323390

A5%and hearses
 --- Vehicles specially designed as ambulances

870324100



M30%(campers)
--- Furnished vehicles prepared for picnics

870324200
M30%--- Other870324900

A5%and hearses
 --- Vehicles specially designed as ambulances

870331300

M30%(campers)
--- Furnished vehicles prepared for picnics

870331400
M30%--- Other870331900

A5%and hearses
 ---- Vehicles specially designed as ambulances

870332130

M30%(campers)
---- Furnished vehicles prepared for picnics

870332140
M30%---- Other870332190

A5%and hearses
 ---- Vehicles specially designed as ambulances

870332210

M30%(campers)
---- Furnished vehicles prepared for picnics

870332220
M30%---- Other870332290

A5%and hearses
 ---- Vehicles specially designed as ambulances

870333110

M30%(campers)
---- Furnished vehicles prepared for picnics

870333120
M30%---- Other870333190

A5%and hearses
 ---- Vehicles specially designed as ambulances

870333210

M30%(campers)
---- Furnished vehicles prepared for picnics

870333220
M30%---- Other870333290

A5%and hearses
 -- Vehicles specially designed as ambulances

870390300

M30%(campers)
-- Furnished vehicles prepared for picnics

870390400

M30%cc
---- Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1500

870390910

M30%but not exceeding 2000 cc
---- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1500 cc

870390920

M30%but not exceeding 2500 cc
---- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2000 cc

870390930

M30%but not exceeding 3000 cc
---- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2500 cc

870390940
M30%---- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3000 cc870390950
M30%---- Other870390990
EFree- Dumpers designed for off-highway use870410000

EFreedesigned for cripples
 --- Double cabin ,hand-driven only especilly

870421300
D30% --- Double-cabin pick-up870421400
D30% --- Van vehicles870421500
D30%--- Other, of a g.v.w not exceeding 4 tonnes870421600
B10%--- Other870421900

EFree20 tonnes
-- g.v.w. exceeding 5 tonnes but not exceeding

870422000
EFree-- g.v.w. exceeding 20 tonnes870423000

EFreedesigned for cripples
 --- Double cabin ,hand-driven only especilly

870431300



D30% --- Double-cabin pick-up870431400
D30% --- Van vehicles870431500
D30%--- Other, of a g.v.w not exceeding 4 tonnes870431600
B10%--- Other870431900
EFree-- g.v.w. exceeding 5 tonnes870432000
EFree- Other870490000
B10%- Crane lorries870510000
EFree- Mobile drilling derricks870520000
EFree- Fire fighting vehicles870530000
EFree- Concrete-mixer lorries870540000

EFreeploughs
mobile radiological units, mobile clinics, snow
 -- Road sweeping and spraying vehicles,

870590100
B10%-- Other870590900
B10%-- Tractor chassis870600100

B10%87.05, imported by lisenced factories
 -- Chassis for vehicles of headings 87.02 to

870600200
D30%-- Other870600900
D30%- For the vehicles of heading No. 87.03870710000
B10%-- Tractor bodies870790100
D30%-- Other870790900
D30%- Bumpers and parts thereof870810000
C20%-- Safety seat belts870821000
D30%-- Other870829000
D30%-- Mounted brake linings870831000
D30%-- Other870839000

B10%and manufacture vehicles
-- Imported by factories licensed to assemble

870840100
I30%--Other870840900

D30%provided with other transmission components
- Drive-axles with differential, whether or not

870850000
D30%- Non-driving axles and parts thereof870860000

D30%thereof
- Road wheels and parts and accessories

870870000
D30%- Suspension shock-absorbers870880000
D30%-- Radiators870891000
D30%-- Silencers and exhaust pipes870892000
D30%-- Clutches and parts thereof870893000

B10%assemble and manufacture vehicles
--- Imported as units by factories licensed to

870894100
D30%--- Other870894900

B10%which needs further rolling and polishing(1)
--- Roughly moulded metallic parts (blanks)

870899100
I30%--- Tractor tracks870899200

B10%semi-trailers
imported by manufacturers of trailers and
 --- Coupling devices and accessories thereof

870899400
I30%--- Other870899900
B10%-- Electrical870911000
B10%-- Other870919000
D30%- Parts870990000

B10%and parts of such vehicles.
motorised, whether or not fitted with weapons,
Tanks and other armoured fighting vehicles,

871000000
B10%-- Hand-driven only  for cripples871110100



D30%-- Other871110900
B10%-- Hand-driven only, for cripples871120100
D30%-- Other871120900
B10%-- Hand-driven only, for cripples871130100
D30%-- Other871130900
B10%-- Hand-driven only, for cripples871140100
D30%-- Other871140900
B10%-- Hand-driven only, for cripples871150100
D30%-- Other871150900
B10%-- Hand-driven only, for cripples871190100
D30%-- Other871190900

D30%tricycles), not motorised.
Bicycles and other cycles (including delivery

871200000
E10%- Not mechanically propelled871310000
E10%- Other871390000
D30%-- Saddles871411000
D30%-- Other871419000
E30%- Of invalid carriages871420000
D30%-- Frames and forks, and parts thereof871491000
D30%-- Wheel rims and spokes871492000

D30%hub brakes, and free-wheel sprocket-wheels
-- Hubs, other than coaster braking hubs and

871493000

D30%hub brakes, and parts thereof
-- Brakes, including coaster braking hubs and

871494000
D30%-- Saddles871495000
D30%-- Pedals and crank-gear, and parts thereof871496000
D30%-- Other871499000

B10% - Parts imported by factories as industrial inputs871500100
D30% - Other871500900

D30%for housing or camping
- Trailers and semi-trailers of the caravan type,

871610000
EFree -- Semi-trailers for agricultural tractors871620100
D30%-- Other871620900
D30%-- Tanker trailers and tanker semi- trailers871631000
EFreetractors

--- Semi-trailers designed for semi-trailer
871639100

B10%--- Other871639900
EFree-- Semi-trailers designed for semi-trailer tractors871640100
B10%-- Other871640900
D30%- Other vehicles871680000
C20%-- Axles871690100

A5%manufacture trailers and semi-trailers
-- Empty axles imported by factories licensed to

871690200
D30%-- Other871690900
B10%- Gliders and hang gliders880110000
B10%- Other880190000
EFree-- Of an unladen weight not exceeding 2,000 kg880211000
EFree-- Of an unladen weight exceeding 2,000 kg880212000

EFreeweight not exceeding 2,000 kg
- Aeroplanes and other aircraft, of an unladen

880220000

EFree15,000 kg
weight exceeding 2,000 kg but not exceeding
- Aeroplanes and other aircraft, of an unladen

880230000



EFreeweight exceeding 15,000 kg
- Aeroplanes and other aircraft, of an unladen

880240000

EFreeand spacecraft launch vehicles
- Spacecraft (including satellites) and suborbital

880260000
B10%- Propellers and rotors and parts thereof880310000
B10%- Under-carriages and parts thereof880320000
A10%- Other parts of aeroplanes or helicopters880330000
A10%- Other880390000

B10%accessories thereto.
paragliders) and rotochutes; parts thereof and
Parachutes (including dirigible parachutes and

880400000

B10%deck-arrestor or similar gear and parts thereof
- Aircraft launching gear and parts thereof;

880510000
EFree- Ground flying trainers and parts thereof880520000

EFreepersons; ferry- boats of all kinds
vessels principally designed for the transport of
- Cruise ships, excursion boats and similar

890110000
EFree- Tankers890120000

EFreesubheading No. 8901.20
- Refrigerated vessels, other than those of

890130000

EFreeand goods
other vessels for the transport of both persons
- Other vessels for the transport of goods and

890190000

EFreefor processing or preserving fishery products.
Fishing vessels; factory ships and other vessels

890200000
B10%- Inflatable890310000
B10%-- Sailboats, with or without auxiliary motor890391000
B10%-- Motorboats, other than outboard motorboats890392000
B10%-- Other890399000
EFreeTugs and pusher craft.890400000
EFree- Dredgers890510000

EFreeplatforms
- Floating or submersible drilling or production

890520000
EFree- Other890590000

EFreeother than rowing boats.
Other vessels, including warships and lifeboats

890600000
EFree- Inflatable rafts890710000
EFree- Other890790000

B10%breaking up.
Vessels and other floating structures for

890800000
D30%- Optical fibres, optical fibre bundles and cables900110000
D30%- Sheets and plates of polarising material900120000
D30%- Contact lenses900130000
D30%- Spectacle lenses of glass900140000
D30%- Spectacle lenses of other materials900150000
D30%- Other900190000

D30%enlargers or reducers
-- For cameras, projectors or photographic

900211000
D30%-- Other900219000
D30%- Filters900220000
D30%- Other900290000
D30%-- Of plastics900311000
D30%-- Of other materials900319000



A5%industrial inputs
 -- Parts for frames imported by factories as

900390100
D30%-- Other900390900
D30%- Sunglasses900410000
D30%- Other900490000
D30%- Binoculars900510000
D30%- Other instruments900580000
D30%- Parts and accessories (including mountings)900590000

B10%plates or cylinders
- Cameras of a kind used for preparing printing

900610000

B10%microforms
documents on microfilm, microfiche or other
- Cameras of a kind used for recording

900620000

B10%cameras for forensic or criminological purposes
examination of internal organs; comparison
use, for aerial survey or for medical or surgical
- Cameras specially designed for underwater

900630000
A5%-- Photographic cameras for shooting persons900640100
D30%-- Other900640900
A5%--- Photographic cameras for shooting persons900651100
D30%--- Other900651900
A5%--- Photographic cameras for shooting persons900652100
D30%--- Other900652900
A5%--- Photographic cameras for shooting persons900653100
D30%--- Other900653900
A5%--- Photographic cameras for shooting persons900659100
D30%--- Other900659900

D30%apparatus
-- Discharge lamp ( electronic ) flashlight

900661000
D30%-- Flashbulbs, flashcubes and the like900662000
D30%-- Other900669000
D30%-- For cameras900691000
D30%-- Other900699000

D30%double-8 mm film
-- For film of less than 16 mm width or for

900711000
B10%-- Other900719000
D30%-- For film of less than 16 mm width900720100
B10%-- Other900720900
D30%-- For cameras900791000
D30%-- For projectors900792000
D30%- Slide projectors900810000

B10%copies
readers, whether or not capable of producing
- Microfilm, microfiche or other microform

900820000
D30%- Other image projectors900830000

D30%enlargers and reducers
- Photographic (other than cinemato- graphic)

900840000
D30%- Parts and accessories900890000

E30%directly onto the copy (direct process)
-- Operating by reproducing the original image

900911000

D30%process)
via an intermediate onto the copy (indirect
-- Operating by reproducing the original image

900912000
EFree-- Incorporating an optical system900921000



D30%-- Of the contact type900922000
D30%- Thermo-copying apparatus900930000
E30%- Parts and accessories900990000

D30%photographic paper
automatically exposing developed film to rolls of
cinematographic) film or paper in rolls or for
developing photographic (including
- Apparatus and equipment for automatically

901010000
E30%-- Direct write-on-wafer apparatus901041000
E30%-- Step and repeat aligners901042000
E30%-- Other901049000

D30%laboratories; negatoscopes
photographic (including cinematographic)
- Other apparatus and equipment for

901050000
D30%- Projection screens901060000

E30%9010.49
-- Of the apparatus of headings 9010.41 to

901090100
D30%-- Other901090900

E10%reticles
and transport of semiconductor wafers or
equipment specifically designed for the handling
-- Optical stereoscopes microscopes, fitted with

901110100
B10%-- Other901110900

E10%reticles
and transport of semiconductor wafers or
equipment specifically designed for the handling
-- Photomicrographic microscopes, fitted with

901120100
B10%-- Other901120900
B10%- Other microscopes901180000

E30%semiconductor wafers or reticles
designed for the handling and transport of
microscopes, fitted with equipment specifically
-- Parts and accessories of optical stereoscopes

901190100

E30%semiconductor wafers or reticles
designed for the handling and transport of
microscopes, fitted with equipment specifically
-- Parts and accessories of photomicrographic

901190200
D30%-- Other901190900

E10%reticles
and transport of semiconductor wafers or
equipment specifically designed for the handling
-- Electron beam microscopes, fitted with

901210100
B10%-- Other901210900

E30%semiconductor wafers or reticles
designed for the handling and transport of
microscopes, fitted with equipment specifically
-- Parts and accessories of electron beam

901290100
D30%-- Other901290900

D30%apparatus of this Chapter or Section XVI
of machines, appliances, instruments or
periscopes; telescopes designed to form parts
- Telescopic sights for fitting to arms;

901310000
D30%- Lasers, other than laser diodes901320000
E30%-- Flat panel display devices901380100



D30%-- Other901380900

E30%devices
-- Parts and accessories for flat panel display

901390100
D30%-- Other901390900
D30%- Direction finding compasses901410000

D30%space navigation (other than compasses)
- Instruments and appliances for aeronautical or

901420000
D30%- Other instruments and appliances901480000
D30%- Parts and accessories901490000
B10%- Rangefinders901510000
B10%- Theodolites and tacheometers901520000
B10%- Levels901530000

B10%appliances
- Photogrammetrical surveying instruments and

901540000
B10%- Other instruments and appliances901580000
D30%- Parts and accessories901590000
EFree - For industrial use901600200
B10%- Other901600900
E30%-- Plotters901710100
D30%-- Other901710900

E10%coated substrares
for producing masks or reticles from photoresist
-- Pattern generating apparatus of a kind used

901720100
E10%-- Plotters901720200
B10%-- Other901720900
EFree --For industrial use901730100
B10%-- Other901730900
EFree --For industrial use901780100
B10%-- Other901780900

E30%or reticles from photoresist coated substrares
apparatus of a kind used for producing masks
-- Parts and accessories for  pattern generating

901790100
E30%-- Parts of such patterns generating apparatus901790200
D30%-- Other901790900
EFree-- Electro-cardiographs901811000
EFree-- Ultrasonic scanning apparatus901812000
EFree-- Magnetic resonance imaging apparatus901813000
EFree-- Scintigraphic apparatus901814000
EFree-- Other901819000
EFree- Ultra-violet or infra-red ray apparatus901820000

E30%of 20 mm or less
 -- Medical disposable syringes with a capacity

901831200
EFree-- Other901831900
EFreesutures

-- Tubular metal needles and needles for
901832000

EFree-- Other901839000

EFreeon a single base with other dental equipment
-- Dental drill engines, whether or not combined

901841000
EFree-- Other901849000
EFree- Other ophthalmic instruments and appliances901850000
EFree- Other instruments and appliances901890000

D30%than those imported by health centres
-- Massage basins and apparatus thereof, other

901910100
EFree-- Other901910900



EFreerespiration apparatus
therapy, artificial respiration or other therapeutic
- Ozone therapy, oxygen therapy, aerosol

901920000

EFreemechanical parts nor replaceable filters.
excluding protective masks having neither
Other breathing appliances and gas masks,

902000000
EFree-- Artificial joints902111000
EFree-- Other902119000
EFree-- Artificial teeth902121000
EFree-- Other902129000
EFree- Other artificial parts of the body902130000
EFree- Hearing aids, excluding parts and accessories902140000

EFreeexcluding parts and accessories
- Pacemakers for stimulating heart muscles,

902150000
EFree- Other902190000
EFree-- Computed tomography apparatus902212000
EFree-- Other, for dental uses902213000
EFree-- Other, for medical, surgical or veterinary uses902214000
EFree-- For other uses902219000

EFreeuses
-- For medical, surgical, dental or veterinary

902221000
EFree-- For other uses902229000
EFree- X-ray tubes902230000
B10%- Other, including parts and accessories902290000

D30%uses.
education or exhibitions), unsuitable for other
for demonstrational purposes (for example, in
Instruments, apparatus and models, designed

902300000
EFree --For industrial use902410200
B10%-- Other902410900
EFree --For industrial use902480200
B10%-- Other902480900
EFree --For industrial use902490200
B10%-- Other902490900
E30%-- Liquid-filled, for direct reading902511000
B10% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs902519200
A5% ---For industrial use902519300
D30%--- Other902519900
A5% --For industrial use902580100
D30%-- Other902580900
A5% --For industrial use902590200
D30%-- Other902590900
EFree-- For industrial use902610200
E30%-- Other902610900
EFree-- For industrial use902620200
E30%-- Other902620900
EFree-- For industrial use902680200
E30%-- Other902680900
E5%-- For industrial use902690200
E30%-- Other902690900
EFree-- For industrial use902710100
B10%-- Other902710900
EFree-- For industrial use902720100
E10%-- Other902720900



EFree-- For industrial use902730100
E10%-- Other902730900
A5%-- For industrial use902740100
D30%-- Other902740900
EFree-- For industrial use902750100
E30%-- Other902750900
EFree-- For industrial use902780100
EFree -- Glucometer902780200
E30%-- Other902780900
EFree -- Microtomes for industrial use902790200

E5%apparatus and microtomes.
 -- Other than for gas or smoke analysis

902790300

E5%subheading 9027.20 to 9027.80
 -- Printed circuits assemblies for apparatus of

902790400
A5% -- Other for  industrial use902790500
D30% -- Other902790900
D30%- Gas meters902810000
D30%- Liquid meters902820000
D30%- Electricity meters902830000
D30%- Parts and accessories902890000
A5% --- For industrial use902910100
D30%--- Other902910900
A5% --- For industrial use902920200
D30%--- Other902920900
D30%- Parts and accessories902990000
EFree --- For industrial use903010100
B10%--- Other903010900
EFree --- For industrial use903020100
B10%-- Other903020900
EFree --- For industrial use903031100
B10%--- Other903031900
EFree --- For industrial use903039100
B10%--- Other903039900
EFree --- For industrial use903040100
E10%-- Other903040900
EFree --- For industrial use903082100
E10%--- Other903082900
EFree --- For industrial use903083100
D30%--- Other903083900
EFree --- For industrial use903089100
B10%--- Other903089900

EFreedevices.
measuring or checking semiconductor wafers or
-- Of instruments, apparatus and appliances for

903090100

EFreedevices
measuring of checking semiconductor wafers or
-- Parts of instruments and appliances for

903090200

EFreesubheading 9030.82, 9030.83,9030.89
 -- Printed circuits assemblies for apparatus of

903090300
EFree --Other for industrial use903090400
B10%-- Other903090900
EFree -- For industrial use903110100
B10%-- Other903110900
EFree -- For industrial use903120100



B10%-- Other903120900
B10%- Profile projectors903130000

E30%used in manufacturing semiconductor devices
devices or for inspecting photomasks or reticles
-- For inspecting semiconductor wafers or

903141000

E30%on semiconductor wafers.
measuring surfaces particulate contamination
--- Optical instruments and appliances for

903149100
D30%--- Other903149900
EFree -- For industrial use903180100
B10%-- Other903180900

E30%manufacturing semiconductor devices
for inspecting photomasks or reticles used in
inspecting semiconductor wafers or devices or
-- Of optical instrumens and appliances for

903190100

E30%on semiconductor wafers.
measuring surfaces particulate contamination
-- Of optical instruments and appliances for

903190200
D30%-- Other903190900
EFree -- For industrial use903210200
EFree --Imported by factories as industrial inputs903210300
D30%-- Other903210900
EFree -- For industrial use903220200
EFree --Imported by factories as industrial inputs903220300
D30%-- Other903220900
EFree --- For industrial use903281200
D30%--- Other903281900
EFree --- For industrial use903289200
D30%--- Other903289900
A5%  -- For industrial use903290200
D30%-- Other903290900

D30%90.
appliances, instruments or apparatus of Chapter
elsewhere in this Chapter) for machines,
Parts and accessories (not specified or included

903300000
A5%-- With mechanical display only910111000
A5%-- With opto-electronic display only910112000
A5%-- Other910119000
A5%-- With automatic winding910121000
A5%-- Other910129000
D30%-- Electrically operated910191000
D30%-- Other910199000
A5%-- With mechanical display only910211000
A5%-- With opto-electronic display only910212000
A5%-- Other910219000
A5%-- With automatic winding910221000
A5%-- Other910229000
D30%-- Electrically operated910291000
D30%-- Other910299000
D30%- Electrically operated910310000
D30%- Other910390000

D30%type for vehicles, aircraft, spacecraft or vessels.
Instrument panel clocks and clocks of a similar

910400000
D30%-- Electrically operated910511000



D30%-- Other910519000
D30%-- Electrically operated910521000
D30%-- Other910529000
D30%-- Electrically operated910591000
D30%-- Other910599000
B10%- Time-registers; time-recorders910610000
B10%- Parking meters910620000
D30%- Other910690000

B10%industrial inputs
 - Time switches imported by factories as

910700100
D30%- Other910700900

D30%incorporated
to which a mechanical display can be
-- With mechanical display only or with a device

910811000
D30%-- With opto-electronic display only910812000
D30%-- Other910819000
D30%- With automatic winding910820000
D30%-- Measuring 33.8 mm or less910891000
D30%-- Other910899000
D30%-- Of alarm clocks910911000
D30%-- Other910919000
D30%- Other910990000

C20%assembled (movement sets)
-- Complete movements, unassembled or partly

911011000
C20%-- Incomplete movements, assembled911012000
C20%-- Rough movements911019000
C20%- Other911090000

C20%precious metal
- Cases of precious metal or of metal clad with

911110000

C20%silver-plated
- Cases of base metal, whether or not gold- or

911120000
C20%- Other cases911180000
C20%- Parts911190000
C20%- Cases of metal911210000
C20%- Other cases911280000
C20%- Parts911290000
C20%-- Of gold911310100
D30%-- Other911310900

D30%silver-plated
- Of base metal, whether or not gold- or

911320000
D30%- Other911390000
C20%- Springs, including hair-springs911410000
C20%- Jewels911420000
C20%- Dials911430000
C20%- Plates and bridges911440000
C20%- Other911490000
D30%- Upright pianos920110000
D30%- Grand pianos920120000
D30%- Other920190000
D30%- Played with a bow920210000
D30%- Other920290000

D30%keyboard instruments with free metal reeds.
Keyboard pipe organs; harmoniums and similar

920300000
D30%- Accordions and similar instruments920410000



D30%- Mouth organs920420000
D30%- Brass-wind instruments920510000
D30%- Other920590000

D30%maraccas).
drums, xylophones, cymbals, castanets,
Percussion musical instruments (for example,

920600000
D30%- Keyboard instruments, other than accordions920710000
D30%- Other920790000
D30%- Musical boxes920810000
D30%- Other920890000
D30%- Metronomes, tuning forks and pitch pipes920910000
D30%- Mechanisms for musical boxes920920000
D30%- Musical instrument strings920930000
D30%-- Parts and accessories for pianos920991000

D30%instruments of heading No. 92.02
-- Parts and accessories for the musical

920992000

D30%instruments of heading No. 92.03
-- Parts and accessories for the musical

920993000

D30%instruments of heading No. 92.07
-- Parts and accessories for the musical

920994000
D30%-- Other920999000

D30%and the arms of heading No. 93.07.
Military weapons, other than revolvers, pistols

930100000

D30%heading No. 93.03 or 93.04.
Revolvers and pistols, other than those of

930200000
D30%- Muzzle-loading firearms930310000

D30%shotguns, including combination shotgun-rifles
- Other sporting, hunting or target- shooting

930320000
D30%rifles

- Other sporting, hunting or target- shooting
930330000

D30%- Other930390000

D30%heading No. 93.07.
and pistols, truncheons), excluding those of
Other arms (for example, spring, air or gas guns

930400000
D30%- Of revolvers or pistols930510000
D30%-- Shotgun barrels930521000
D30%-- Other930529000
D30%- Other930590000

D30%captive-bolt humane killers and parts thereof
- Cartridges for riveting or similar tools or for

930610000
A5%--- Blank, whether or not bulleted930621100
D30%--- Other930621900
D30%-- Other930629000
A5%-- Blank, whether or not bulleted930630100
A5%-- Lead shots for hunting cartridges930630300
A5%-- Bullet930630400
D30%-- Other930630900
D30%- Other930690000

D30%sheaths therefor.
arms and parts thereof and scabbards and
Swords, cutlasses, bayonets, lances and similar

930700000
D30%- Seats of a kind used for aircraft940110000
D30%- Seats of a kind used for motor vehicles940120000
D30%- Swivel seats with variable height adjustment940130000



D30%equipment, convertible into beds
- Seats other than garden seats or camping

940140000

D30%materials
- Seats of cane, osier, bamboo or similar

940150000
D30%-- Upholstered940161000
D30%-- Other940169000
D30%-- Upholstered940171000
D30%-- Other940179000
D30%- Other seats940180000
D30%- Parts940190000
D30%-- Barbers' chairs940210100
EFree-- Other940210900
EFree- Other940290000
D30%- Metal furniture of a kind used in offices940310000
D30%- Other metal furniture940320000
D30%- Wooden furniture of a kind used in offices940330000
D30%- Wooden furniture of a kind used in the kitchen940340000

D30%bedroom
- Wooden furniture of a kind used in the

940350000
D30%- Other wooden furniture940360000
D30%- Furniture of plastics940370000

D30%osier, bamboo or similar materials
- Furniture of other materials, including cane,

940380000
D30%- Parts940390000
D30%- Mattress supports940410000

D30%covered
-- Of cellular rubber or plastics, whether or not

940421000
D30%-- Of other materials940429000
D30%- Sleeping bags940430000
D30%- Other940490000

D30%for lighting public open spaces or thoroughfares
lighting fittings, excluding those of a kind used
- Chandeliers and other electric ceiling or wall

940510000

D30%lamps
- Electric table, desk, bedside or floor-standing

940520000

D30%trees
- Lighting sets of a kind used for Christmas

940530000
B10%-- shadowless lamps for operating rooms940540100
D30%-- other940540900
B10%-- Kerosine lamps of all kinds940550100
D30%-- Other940550900

D30%the like
- Illuminated signs, illuminated name-plates and

940560000
D30% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs940591100
D30% --- Other940591900
D30% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs940592100
D30% --- Other940592900
D30% --- Imported by factories as industrial inputs940599100
D30% --- Other940599900

A5%licensed to assemble buses
 - Fibreglass baths imported by factories 

940600400
D30%- Other940600900



D30%dolls' carriages.
(for example, tricycles, scooters, pedal cars);
Wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children

950100000
D30%- Dolls, whether or not dressed950210000

D30%and headgear
-- Garments and accessories therefor, footwear

950291000
D30%-- Other950299000

D30%other accessories therefor
- Electric trains, including tracks, signals and

950310000

D30%of subheading No. 9503.10
whether or not working models, excluding those
- Reduced-size ( scale ) model assembly kits,

950320000

D30%- Other construction sets and constructional toys950330000
D30%-- Stuffed950341000
D30%-- Other950349000
D30%- Toy musical instruments and apparatus950350000
D30%- Puzzles950360000
D30%- Other toys, put up in sets or outfits950370000
D30%- Other toys and models, incorporating a motor950380000
D30%- Other950390000

D30%receiver
- Video games of a kind used with a television

950410000
D30%- Articles and accessories for billiards950420000

D30%than bowling alley equipment
- Other games, coin- or disc-operated, other

950430000
D30%- Playing cards950440000
D30%- Other950490000
D30%- Articles for Christmas festivities950510000
D30%- Other950590000
D30%-- Skis950611000
D30%-- Ski-fastenings (ski-bindings)950612000
D30%-- Other950619000
D30%-- Sailboards950621000
D30%-- Other950629000
D30%-- Clubs, complete950631000
D30%-- Balls950632000
D30%-- Other950639000
D30%- Articles and equipment for table-tennis950640000
D30%-- Lawn-tennis rackets, whether or not strung950651000
D30%-- Other950659000
D30%-- Lawn-tennis balls950661000
D30%-- Inflatable950662000
D30%-- Other950669000

D30%boots with skates attached
- Ice skates and roller skates, including skating

950670000

D30%exercise, gymnastics or athletics
-- Articles and equipment for general physical

950691000
D30% --- Knee pads950699100
D30% --- Other950699900
D30%- Fishing rods950710000
D30%- Fish-hooks, whether or not snelled950720000
D30%- Fishing reels950730000
D30%- Other950790000



D30%theatres.
circuses, travelling menageries and travelling
other fairground amusements; travelling
Roundabouts, swings, shooting galleries and

950800000
D30%- Worked ivory and articles of ivory960110000
D30%- Other960190000

A5%blocks
 -- Wax sheets or discs for beehive paving

960200100
D30%--- Other960200900

D30%or without handles
other vegetable materials bound together, with
- Brooms and brushes, consisting of twigs or

960310000
D30%-- Tooth brushes, including dental-plate brushes960321000
D30%-- Other960329000

D30%brushes for the application of cosmetics
- Artists' brushes, writing brushes and similar

960330000

D30%9603.30); paint pads and rollers
(other than brushes of subheading No.
- Paint, distemper, varnish or similar brushes

960340000

D30%appliances or vehicles
- Other brushes constituting parts of machines,

960350000

A5%making
-- Prepared knots and tufts for broom or brush

960390200
D30%-- Other960390900
D30%Hand sieves and hand riddles.960400000

D30%clothes cleaning.
Travel sets for personal toilet, sewing or shoe or

960500000

EFreepress-studs and parts therefor
- Press-fasteners, snap-fasteners and

960610000
EFree-- Of plastics, not covered with textile material960621000

EFreematerial
-- Of base metal, not covered with textile

960622000
EFree-- Other960629000

EFreebutton blanks
- Button moulds and other parts of buttons;

960630000
EFree-- Fitted with chain scoops of base metal960711000
EFree-- Other960719000
EFree- Parts960720000
D30%- Ball point pens960810000

D30%markers
- Felt tipped and other porous-tipped pens and

960820000
D30%-- Indian ink drawing pens960831000
D30%-- Other960839000
D30%- Propelling or sliding pencils960840000

D30%foregoing subheadings
- Sets of articles from two or more of the

960850000

D30%point and ink-reservoir
- Refills for ball point pens, comprising the ball

960860000
D30%-- Pen nibs and nib points960891000

A5%factories as industrial inputs
 --- Parts for ball point pens, imported by

960899100
D30%--- Other960899900



A5%factories as industrial inputs
the manufacturing of pencils, imported by
 -- Sheets of wood stuffed with pencil lead for

960910100
D30%-- Other960910900
D30%- Pencil leads, black or coloured960920000
D30%- Other960990000

D30%surfaces, whether or not framed.
Slates and boards, with writing or drawing

961000000

D30%sticks.
printing sets incorporating such composing
hand-operated composing sticks and hand
labels), designed for operating in the hand;
like (including devices for printing or embossing
 Date, sealing or numbering stamps, and the

961100000
EFree- Ribbons961210000
EFree- Ink-pads961220000

DFils\lighter
35%+ 30

- Pocket lighters, gas fuelled, non-refillable961310000

DFils\lighter
35%+ 30

-- Lighters with plastic gas containers961320100
D30%-- Other961320900
D30%- Table lighters961330000
D30%- Other lighters961380000

A5%industrial inputs
 --Unassembled parts imported by factories as

961390100
C20% --Other961390900
D30%- Pipes and pipe bowls961420000
D30%- Other961490000
D30%-- Of hard rubber or plastics961511000
D30%-- Other961519000
D30%- Other961590000

B10%mounts and heads therefor
- Scent sprays and similar toilet sprays, and

961610000

D30%cosmetics or toilet preparations
- Powder-puffs and pads for the application of

961620000

D30%glass inners.
complete with cases; parts thereof other than
Vacuum flasks and other vacuum vessels,

961700000

D30%shop window dressing.
automata and other animated displays used for
Tailors' dummies and other lay figures;

961800000
D30%- Paintings, drawings and pastels970110000
D30%- Other970190000
D30%Original engravings, prints and lithographs.970200000

D30%Original sculptures and statuary, in any material.970300000

D30%are destined.
current or new issue in the country to which they
paper), and the like, used, or if unused not of
first-day covers, postal stationery (stamped
 Postage or revenue stamps, stamp- postmarks,

970400000

B10%purposes
 - Imported for scientific, autopsy or museum

970500100
D30%- Other970500900



D30%years
 Antiques of an age exeeding one hundred

970600000


